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I NTRODUCT I ON

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Since the beginning of vocational rehabiliation as an agency in

1920, placement has been a regulated respOnsibility. The Rehabilitation

Act of.1973, as amended, the regulations issued to implement the Act in

1975, and the most recent regulatlas issued to implement the Act in

January, 1981, refer to job placement services.

Not only is vocational rehabilitation responsible for the placement

of rehabilitated clients in suitable employment, but the rules and reg-

ulations clearly stipulate the *responsibility to provide post employment

services to maintain suitable employment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM ,

Professionals in vocational rehabilitation may argue that placement

is not a problem, that our statistics prove our success. The 'Wowing

table indicates a."successful" Closure,(Status 26) for about two thirds

of the pdople fOund eligible for services. ,The data.in the table was

compiled by the University of Michigan Research Institute using fiscal

1980 data, HoWever, it does not speak to the quality of the closures.**

.

TABLEI

CaSes from General and COmbined Agericies (54 agencies)*

Eljgible Clients (Status 10)

Number Percent

Status 26 266,376 64

Status 28 109,922 -26

Status 30 39,304 10

Taal 415,602' 100
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The prime study group believes that the success rate can be increased

. at the.same time that the quality of the closures is improved. It is

believed that these-goals can be reached by doing two important things:

(1) 'employing the marketing approach as described in this document; and

(2) make placement the responsibility of the entire agency's staff and

not jusethe counselor.

Clearly defined mandates to do placement has been part of rehabil-

"BP

itation since its inception. Although other mandates have changed, ex-

panded or modified along with the way services are delivered, placement

practices have remained.relatively stable. That being a counselor at-

tempting to place a client with an employer.

Our statistics of successful rehabilitations can only be considered

tremendously hard won given the handicap of the limited placement process

agency use. Plicement'has been prUarily delegated to the field counse-
-,

lor, and placement Kas also been regarded as the ultimate challenge by

ma6 counselors. The response to that challenge'tontinues to be a prob-

lem, because unfortunately, many counselors view placement as the bane of

their professional existence.

the
There have been many attempts to deal with placement from the stand-

,

point.of how to get the caunselor to do it, do it often, and do it well.

There has been little, if any, attempt made to help veteran counselors

'do placement, let alone a Systematic approach for new counselors to

learn. The philosophy gleaned by new counselors must surely be "do or

die". or. "sink or swim."

The counselor's responsibility to incorporate knowledge of changing

laws, medical practices, vocational information for planning, as well as

applying agency,rules and changing procedures
,

seems to be increasing.
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These constant charigs and hew responsibilities place a tremendous bur-

den upon new and old counselors alike. Consequently it is of tittle won-
.

der that placement considerations are put off in spite of the frequently

blandishment that,"Placement begins when you meet the client for the -

first time."

rn addition, the one-on-one or the selective process of a counselor

attempting to place a client into a job is too narrowly focused to bene-

fit more than one client at a time. 'That practice has proven to be Myopic'

in more ways than,in how one serveS clients. That narrow a focus upon

the employing coMmunity has limited our exposure and the impact of the

agency's contribution. As a result, it is nedessary even ifter sixty-two

years of involvemen with industry and the public arla contribution to the

- economy, that vocational rehabilitation continue to describe what it is

and what it stands for.

The account system was innovative and remains effeCtive-. Briefly

-described, the account is a developed mutually beneficial relationship

between'a major emplOyer and a rehabilitation agency. A major employer

is a company that employs one hundred or more employees. The counselor

who established the "account" becomes the "account manager" and-provides

the employer with qualified persons for hire and other employer services

such as affirmative action consultation, "troubled emplOyee" reierral,

architectural barrier removal consultation, add tag credit arid insurance.

benefits. However, the account system was ;imilar to other attempts to

do "something" about lagging placement attempts. It resulted in being an

isolated,process that does not constitute'a systematic change. It has

succeeded because it enabled vocational rehabilitation supervisors to
44

make contact-with top echeloncompany managers who made company decisions
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for hiring, a feat that wis difficult for counselors to accomplish due

to the power stratum. 'The account'system also succeed6d because jt moved

away from the traditional one-on-one placemdht process and moved toward

marketing of- the agency with a "pool" al job ready clients as well as-

"bonuses" attached to hiring our clients or in dealing with-vocational

rehabilitation.

The problem of insufficient placem4nts or difficult to obtain

placements requires a systematic change in how we present ourselves and

our "product." In the highly competitive employment market,-vocational

rehabilitation must become as competitive and, therefore, more market-...

able, for the sake of those we hope to serve. The tools and r:esources

are already in existence and.need not be different for this new approach.

How those resources are applied should.be different.

Rationale

The'economic conditions at any time, but more especially these times

of the 1980's cf inflation, dwindling similar benefits as-a result of

'cuts or elimination of federal appropriations to many programs combined

with the federal pu§h for service to the severely disabled, require a

different approach to doing placement. These marketing conceptsare not

just tied into the current economic situation, towever. The mistake

must not be made.-that this a fad and should change or be elminated as

a practice with a change in the federal. administration.

Storms rage as to why placement by counsefors has hot been very

productive. The question that must be asked and answered s why has the

selling one-on-one approach been ineffective and energy expending even

in the best of economic times. Vocational rehabilitation can na longer

- dfford the inefficiency. As the cliche' goes, we must work smarter not

,

mo
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just work harder. The rationale of the marketing approach is that it is

a workable -4proach for not only business but has demonstrable results

with social organizations, such as colleges, churches, political.cani-

dates, to name a few.

No matter how fine a "product" vocational rehabilitation can deliver,

if the market is:not ready:if it shys away from our product, it won't
.

buyit,The,rehabilitatix)h philósophY should expand itself to deal with

the employer community as aTlient.

The direct benefit cannot exist solely on productivedemployees be-

cause there are too many other factors that short cut productivity; This-1

kbusiness of rehabilitation needs to broaden its approach to the

market. ,Vodational rehabilitation can'survive and thrive, as have other

industries'that have redefined their image and their scope of services.

Kotler and-Levy (1969) noted that increasingly business as well as nonbusiness

organization have realized the value of placing a broader definition on ,

their business 'and their products, to Meet the-basic customer needs being

served. Therefore, soap companies recoginze that its basic product-is

cleanipg, not soap; churches, once narrowly def inlng their product as

religioUs services for members, now see their buiiness as human fellow-

ship as well as other seri/ices that branch from that image.

An,example,of an-industry that sugered from "tUnnel vision" and

did not redefine itself to meet 'Changing times and,consumer needs was

(pardon the pun) the railroad industry. Seeing itself only as being in

the railroad business and not the transportation business,"it soon lost

ground to other transportation means (automobiles, airlines, trucks) and

iS presently struggling for its s4ryival. Our survival depends upon the

recognized worth of our services to not jusj""the handicapped but to the
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employing community.. The whole gamut of services, in addition to job- .

ready workers should serve to 6rehabilitate" the employment community in

the sense of assisting business to eliminate handicap bias,-and to rec,

ognize this agency for the profit'they,can.derive from our employe!,,)

services. The- spin off would be the pilb146 and politicalisupport of
:-

business for vocational rehabilitation.

What'this document is proposidg is_an approach to placement that
Q---

ce-exists with the one-on-one approach of placement. However, the mar-

keting approach relieues some of the burden of placement from counselors.

It advocates significant involvement of administrators, supervisors and

Middle managers.

THE MARKETING APPROACH

%

"He who has a thing to sell ind goes and whispers in a
well, is ,not, qo apt to get the dollars as hp who climbs
a trek and hollers."

The bove saying was found on a Kraft-sugar packet by public reia-

/

tions.director; Jeanne G. Palluzzi. She added'another truism. That it

iS those companies that know how to "holler" who get the "dollars,"
,

even in,a rough economy.

What is marketing? Bell identifies two meanings or types of mar-

keting. Macromarkefing is "a system.of organizations .and processes by ,

Which p nation's (or the woHd's) resources A Ostributed to people in

order to satisfy their wants." Micromarketing is a much more narrow view

of marketing and it "is the process of managing an individual business

firm in such a way as to satisfy its particular customers." Rados offers

this definition marketing: (1) the use of persuasive communicationsl

notably advertising and_ personal selling, to bring out superficial changes

6
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in opinions ond behavior; and (2) adaptations.to existing patterns of

behavior, by designing products and.services that are easy to use and by

distributing them to that they are easy 'to find."

Every organization engages in activities that may not be recognized

asTerketing. For example, all organization's, business or social, are

concerned about their "Product." That product could be tangibld goods

such soap or it could be intangible goods, such as services, ideas the

organization's image, or persons (clients in our case).

How that "product" ii viewed or accepted by "consumers" is the next,

important concern. And lastly, organizations need "tools" for furthering

their acceptance and for "product" improvement. Advertising and public

'relations is only a part of the "tools" needed. Everything about an or-
.

ganization tells one about the organization. Clients, as well as employ-

ers, form impressions about vocational rehabilitation from the image

presented thrOugh office sites, employees, the manner by which they are

contacted, etc.

Thd ingredients of a successful marketing program are: (1) seizing

an opporttinity in the market through iddntification of a consumer need,

and (2) development and implementation of pperating activities which

prpmote the product (not juSt the generic product,'but thd whole cluster

of benefits), advertisinghannels of distribution, or deciding who the

consumers are, personal selling, and service (personal follow-up, trouble

shooting, etc.).

A distinction should be-made,here between selling and m'arketirig.

Personal selling is concerned with the actual client preSentation or

placement once theground work has been laid"for its reception by the

consumer. Selling is generally concerned with trying to get the consumer

7
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lo'exchange wfiat he has (money, or employment) for what the seller has

(goods, services, or clients). Marketing, oh the other hand, is concerned

with trying to have what the consumer wants. Certainly selling will be

a large part of the marketing concept, but it should properly fo'llow

rather than precede vocational rehabilitation's, or any other organiza-

tion's drive to identify the "products" and provide the "products" that

will satisfy the consumers, or employers.

Therefore, under the marketing concept, management's responsibility

is to (1) determine the consumer's needs, (2) identify the market of con-

sumers with those needs that, can'be met through existing or potential

clientsandotherservices,(3)carryingoutthe.narketing.planthrough

activitibs that inform and involve all personnel so as to maintdin the

. .)

organization in a profitable, or.effective position. This overall:coordi-

nation.is necessary so that these "tools" do not work at cross purposes.

Which brings up another important activity vital to the success of the

marketing concept. That is an audit or periodic review of the objectives,

opportunities, results, target groups, the communication to the consumer

and the general public, in the light of current trends and employment

needs.

The choice is not whether to market or not to market. No organi-

zation can avoid marketing. The choice is rather td do it well or poorly.

PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT

Audience-

The iniended audience is state administrators, district supervisors,

and middle managers in vocational rehabilitation agencies. Counselors

are not intended to be the primary users of this document. Development

14



of these concepts should lighten the placement activity.load on counselors

considerably. As previously:identified, many of'the activities, such as

contadt with compan,V department heads or presidents, require comparable

matching of status for effectiveness of the contacts. It is this primary

audience of administrators and superyisors that can formulate and effect'

the systematic internal change that constitutes a marketing approach.

Policy

There is a need in state agencies to change the way we have done/

business, particularily in the managerial role. Along with that change

*in thinkhig and performing in the marketing concept.should be a change

in thinking that vocational rehabilitation has to go to employers begging

hat-in-hand for acceptance of our job-ready clients.

A healthy, assertive, on equal terms existence with employers should

arise with a bonafide marketing approach that provides consumers what

they need. Attempting to arouse the social consciousness of employers

to hire the handicapped was probably effective in getting placements in

the darly 70's during the heyday of many social programs. "Thelbusiness

acumen of employers requires a bottomline benefit exchange for accepting

a potential'employee, handicapped or hot." The understanding of that

statement and the emphasisof the work-ability of job-ready clients in

addition to tailoring employer services through the marketing approach

will carry placement attempts much further.

It should be recognized that this document does not pUrport to be

a model of marketing reahabilitation, but is presented as a.concept for

further development. We would like to see these concepts used as a spring

board for pilot projects at rehabilitation agencies.

The clinical approach to rehabilitation of clients is not proposed
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to be eliminated or changed greatly by this document. However; we do

advocate Moie emphasis on the business of placement with.clients from

intake on and with vocational rehabilitation profeSsionals from day one
, r

with the agency. To reiterate, placement should be the responsibility

of the entire rehabilitation agency.

'The identification of clients as "products" of the rehabilitation

process was done to correlate our agency's business with marketing con-

cepts. In no way should this term suggest a demeaning or insensitivity

to handicapped clients. Or a consideratfon of any client as less than
I.

an individual with individual differences and needs.

, We have always been responsible for giving the best'market infor-

mation to our clients for vocational planning. With implementation:of

the marketing concepts As identified in this dOcument, clients should

have the more reliable information.on placement potential in their locale

for vocational planning. There is no attempt to limit individual-client

preferences of vocational choice. However, with valid information.on

placement opportunities in their locale, they should be willing ,nd able

to relocate to markets that would support their ,vocational choice. ,Net-

working employer accounts nationwide.may be a means of achieving that

end in the future.

BENEFITS OF THE MARKETING PLAN

One of the primary purPoses of attempting the marketing approach is

to achieve more and better rehabilitations. By "better" is meant reha-
,

bilitations that can promise promotions and higher wages beyond the entry

job level. The marketing approach is geared to evaluate an employer's

10
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lorig range employment needs, not just the immediate placement concerns.

As such, qualified individuals can be placed With entry level skills

with the expectation of both employer and gmployee that progress and

growth.in that organization will occur.

As mentioned previously, the competition among socialAgencies for

employment of each agency's clientel requires that vocational rehabili-

tation agencies provide fbr a more thorough approach to reaching employ-

ers who can hire. Vocational rehabilitation agencies will realize the

cost benefit of having to eipend less time and energy to promote the job

ready applicant once the"Marketing concept is in plice. And, of course,

the advertisement of the agency through the marketing approach will

greatly enhance the public and btliness image of vocationaf rehabilita-

tion by giving more exposure.

We have not addressed any other employment possibility other than

competitive employment in this document. Further application or adapta-

tion can only be done after an analysis of how this marketing concept

works.

r
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CHAPTER I

AN- OVERVIEWOF -A MARKETING APPROACH TO

-PLACEMENT OF THE DISABLED

The marketing apprdach to placement requires some
adjustment in the typical rehabilitation 01..ofes-
sional person's thinking. To adapt tlie marketing
approach to the goals of the rehabilitation agen-
cies, some parallels must be drawn to its applica:-
tions by commercial enterprise where marketing was -

developed into a complex and extremely successful
discipline. We cannot ignore the fact that this
success was built on the basic'premise that the
customer is at the absolute center of the mar-
keting program. In fact, the marketing philoso-
phy insists that even/facet of the marketing
effort be built around the customer. Thus, for
our purposes the employer is viewed as the "cus-
tomer" or-client and the person being rehabilitated
is viewed as the "product." This approach does
not presuppose less concern about the population
served by the rehabilitation agency"; rather, it
puts-in more proper perspeCtive the orientation
required to attain the 'dlacement objective through
a systematic marketing effort. This chapter out-
lines one basic approach to marketing the rehabil-
itative.igency's ;pioducts" and services toward "
the end result of"selling" them to the employer.

MARKETING'S ROLE IN THE ORGANIZATION

Marketing has become a complex discipline dependent/ on many variables

for its application to specific organizational needs. When applied in a

strongly market oriented organization:the Marketing, effort warralp clear

definition of responsibilitiei 'and the stature of a function aligned wit
k

other key management support entities such as personnel, finance and

accounting and planning. Once a commitment is'mide to a marketing orien-

jation and the marketing function is established the organization has a

15



catalyst to unite other functional areas of the organization with an eye'

towards the needs of the market place. and the products required to meet

those needs. This catalytic role applies regardless of whether the or-
,

ganization deals with a product for profit or whether it is a rehabili-

tation agency seeking to insure the utilization of people it has prepared

for the labor market. The essence of any organization driven by the

needs of others for goods or services is a market orientation capable of

responding to those needs. This encompasses-the rehabilitation agency

within a spectrum including small businesses, nonprofit organ4zations,

giant profit-making organizations and developing nations, all depending

on marketing as a primary means of, enhanCing relations with their f)ublics.

Marketing technology has expanded to encompass not only commercial appli-

cations, but all other institutions having- a need to influence the public

or selected segments of it, as well.

A quote from Peter Drucker, the management guru, puts into perspectiye

the importance of theicarketing discipline in market-oriented organizationt,

"marketing is so basic it cannot be considered a separate function...it is

the whole business seen from the point of'View of its final result, that .

is, from the customer's point of view." That customer for the rehabili-

tation'is the employer.

APPLICATION FOR THE REHABICITATION' AGENCY

The application of marketing pi-actices to social objectives has re=

ceived some attention in recent years. Marketing experts Paul N". Bloom

and William D. Novelli (1981) coauthored a recent article on problems and

challenges in social marketing. In this article they define the term so-

cial marketing to mean "the design,' implementationand control of programs

16



seeking to ihcrease the accelitability of a social idea or practice in

targetgroup(s)." This concept applies.to the marketing of social ideas,

services, and behavtors by any public service organization to selected

target groups and, therefore applie§ directly to the dynamics of market-.
.

ing to attain rehabilitation agency.-objectives. The marketing of the-re-

habilitation agency, its products and its services, must be viewed in the. -

context of a comprehensive marketing approach. For a perspective on the

scope.of what is entailed formulating a viable'program, we can look at

the basic decision areas that should be addressed, and their'relevance

to the vocational rehabilitation agency.

Market Analysis and Market Segmentation

Market analysis and market segmentation form the basis for an effec-

tive marketing effort, which can only be built on an analysis Of its wants,

needs, perceptions, attitudesr and satisfaction levels of its markets.

From this kind of research comes the foundation for an organization to de-
.

sign itsmarketing strategies. Following this market segmentation is a

fundamental step to divide the market into homogenous segments and then

to tailor marketing programs, as appropriate, to address their unique

needs. How well these steps are.carried out will determine to a great

degree the levels of success of the marketing effort. For the rehabili-
,

tation agency, this Means determining the labor market, types and number

of jobt that exist, and the bonaAde needs within the market; types of

-training required to prepare clients for that labor market; relevant

training resources available; as well as overriding dynamics such as eco-

nomic conditions and attitudes and perceptions,that exist in the various
Aw

communities targeted for impact. Such ah analysis forms a basic tenet of

marketing, which is to conduct research necessary to form effective

-Or
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strategies to reach the customer. This analysis is enhanced by the mar-

ket segmentation step which is to assess the-various segments in the con-

-munities it serves.to determine if there are any unique dynamics that

should -be addressed. If so, the marketing effort is tailored'accordingly.

Here, larger employer markets are-split into submarkets so as to be able

tO fOcus on the precise'needs to optimize results for resources expended.

For example, in a wood,products community, one segment may haiie primary

needs forStrength and agility in job candidates for job availabilqy in

the woods-such as logger and heavy equipment operator. Another segment

may contain the wood products manufacturing jobs of which some might

accommodate'physically disabled-people such as Sorters, grade markers and

small saW operators. These_ two segments would obviously be addressed

differently in terms of how the agency would train and refer its constit-

uents seeking work in that market and the amount Of effort and resodrces

it would expend in each segment.

Market analysis and segmentation form this foundation of a marketing

effort. Without conscientious attention to these steps, it is impossible

to Mount such an effort.with any defined,purpose or tationale. There are

definite markets and unique segments for the vocational rehabilitation

agency's,services and products and these must be systematically asstssed

so as to provide the,direction 'for agency thrusts toward suitable'place-

ment of those people it rehabilitates - its products.

Product Strategy.

Having analyzed themarket'and determined market segments, the agency

is in a Position to address real desires and needs-and to apply strategy

variations unique to individual segments. For the rehabilitation agency

this would assure that the services lo those being rehabilitated and to

4.
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the-prospective employer are equated. When this existi,-the agency can

begin to develop an array of services liesigned for the mutual benefit of
S.

eMployers as well as those beih rehatiilitated, such as:

1. Consulting with employer1 s on the implicationre the
Vocational Rehabilitation Act.

2. Assessing the employer's work place to facilitate
accommodation of qualified disabled workers.

3. Screening and assessing job candidates against
employers' requirements.

4. Woviding training tailored to prepare agency
referrals to meet employers' needs.

5. Providing post-placement follow-up and support
ID employers.

6. Providing general consultation regarding work-
related problems and job placement or transfer of
disabledremployees, including injured workers.

These kinds of activities fit.within the context of product develop-

ment for the rehabilitation agency. The total repertoire of services

prokfided by the agency to employees and disabled persons should stem from

the needs ofthe market as determined by careful assessment. Further,

the bottom line, the purpose for which all this activity takes place', is,

the ultimate satisfaction placement of those ditab.led people who have

been assessed, prepared, and referred by the rehabilitation agency. They

can further categorize needs.within the market by segment and prepare

. agency staff to interact more appropriately with selected segments based

on assessed needs.

From the standpoint of fiscal efficiency, agencies developing their

services and products from a base of market assessment can better plan to

expend available resources specifically on activities that are compli-

mentary to'facilitating placements of people from the rehabilitation

19



process. And quit important to the ongoing tenor of the relationship

between the agency and the employer commuhity,is the fact that agency

staff are in a position to maintain contact With employers from a base

of knowledge of their needs and preferences. This allows interaction

,-with them to be More constructive and businesilike. Successful product

development is the key to customer satisfaction and.can serve to perpet-

uate a productive, long-term relationshiP between the employer and voca-

tional rehabilitation'communities.

Communication Strategy

Communicationt is the essence of a marketing program.. It is the

vehicle which sets the tone and creates familiarity with the agency and

the relevance of its'services and products to the target markets. There

are several approaches that marketeers use to commUnicate with their tar-,

get marketss including advertising, public relations, sles promotion and

persona) contact. All of these can have some application in a rehabili-

tation agency's marketing effort, but selection of methods will vary de-

pending on the scope and objectives of the,campaign. The basié intent

should be the same, however, to create familiarity with the agency And the

relevance of its services and products.to the target market.,,

It should be noted that some oVerlep can be seen with certain aspects

of channels strategy, but this is of no consequence as long as it is rec-
,

ognized and accommodated in overall marketing steategies. For our pur-

poses channels strategy is viewed here as.those actions taken for direct

contact and interaction with representatives of the target markets, while

communication strategy fs viewed as a broader dissemination of information.

Ong marketing expert submits that advertising is increasingly being

asked to do more things th4 ever before, and the rehabilitation agency

4 can benefit from-modern advertising technology to influence its market.

20
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Social maaeteers often depend upon dOnated time,on the plectronic

media and donated space in the printed-media for theiradvertising. Mhile

this is better than nothing, this does not provide the selectivity needed

to most effectively get 'the dgired message to those who should be reached

in the target markets. Therefore, to maximize communications strategy .'

toward attainment of the marketing program objectives, agency management
.

should consider dedicating financial resources for conducting advertisine

in a planned mode. Messages conveyed should be positive, tusinesslike.,

and clear about the products and $ervices available through the agency.

It should absolutely avoid any connotations of preaching, guilt,lor

seeking charity.

An.important premise of the marketing discipline is that whether you

are marketing a service or a product, a most vital dimension of the ove-
!

z--
all strategy is communication. As the level of education and available

information has increased; advertising or controlled communication has
*

proven to be the most effective way for -all %institutions to influence the

public or selected-segmenti., A well-planned_communicationestrategy

shOuld provide a positive conditioning of the markets to enhance the

opportunity for successful follow-up with employers by agency represen-

tatives.

Channels'Strategy

'Any organiziiion marketing something must deteininp very carefully

the best ways to distribute its products and services. Channels strategy

addresses the selection of appravr?ate intermediaries through whiCh to

.

distribute products or offerings. It also entails development,of the
,

approaches to optimizing support from,these intermediaries. In a con-
..

ventional marketing for profit sense, the channel chosen must prolhde the

2



most efficient bridge to the consurnerbr.userthat the'produCer can de-

vise. Channels strategy:May involve an-occasional contact with distri.t.

butors-or customers or it,may:requireran elaborate program of cobsumer,

advertising.coupled withman extensiye sales:effort. Whateyer is re-,

t

quired in a giverOituation,channelsstrategy must be reviewed period-

ically and changed as required to aisure the mbst.appropriaticonduits

to Abe fustomgr are being ,utilized.

The parallel to this kind of,actiy,ityJor,the rehabilitation agency

can be seen in a variety of activities,to.develop appropriate channels

through suct, contacts 4s personnel officers, professional societies, comr

munity organizations, placement agencies and the like. Also, staff
1

application of professional ,expertise tO assist .employers' with seminars,

91i

consultation asonable accommodatioLiand the scope of the Rehabili-

rtation Act, asl 1 as.other,relexant.activities,can serve to.enhance

, the opportunity for placement of people,referred from the rehabilitation

agency. Channels strategies should be carefully planned..and pursued

systematically to,effectively reach target emplqers. For a perspective

on what is'involyed, the following are some channels-that might be con-
.

..sidered:

1. Support agency staff in joining professional societies .

such as a local chapter of the Personnel Management
Society t establish a peer level relationship with
potential mployers for agency referrals.

2'. Ma e able consultation, training and seminar
rvices designed.to help managers address such con-

cerns as how to cope with the requirements of the
Vocational-Rehabilitation Act, 4

3. Encourage and support,:agency,staff in joining local
'community organizations such as Rotary, Lions, and f

the JC's for ongoing contacts, anthrapport that can
,lead to placement and improved acceptance of hiring
and accommodating.qualjfied disabled job condidates.

.22'
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.-cOMMtinitY.serVice:,grtg)S arId profes-sioriaT tocIeties,,
aS:..Other ditinirtx4typrganizatiOns,,

:of dross,SittiOit 7of proSPeCtiiie pidy
Aboyt.theservides, and prOdUCts, of the ,agency,, and ...

5. -Maintain- perjodic, contacts with selected represen-
tatives of employers to stay current On' their needs

, toaintai Iv points:. of cOntact tor referral of
job-readjr Candidates.

By necessity there is a slight difference irr how the term Channels

is applied to the rehabilitation marketing effort as Opposed to4the mar-.,
keting effort of a commercial enterprise. The conventional Oommercial

Oann-els strategy would deal with how and through-What intermediaries

their goods would' be distriblited to the customers. For our purposes

channels are defined as those avenues or contacts that will facilitate

the placement of qualified job candidates referred 'from the rehabilita-

tion agency to the employer Market.

ACCOMNADATING.THE MARKETING -FUNCTION

To the extent that marketing exists in 'rehabilitation agencies and

other sodially oriented organizations, they are, for the most part,'
, -poorly understood, not easily appreciated, and inappropriately located.

Typically; what is accomplished here in a marketing senseAs'done in

smalrdoses, occasionally with aisistance of .COnSultantse and is usually

coordinated thrOugh a Public Affai'rs. Or Public Relations office. Since

these offices haVe little, if any, influence over program devel'opmentl

adminiStration, ,or operational direction, they can serve as nothing.more

,than-comiunicators, which, though important, is only otie Component of an

effective marketing program.

Profit-making organizati,ons requiring systematic marketing efforts

will normally have key marketing leadership at the top of the organization.



'er

Professional staff are also found at many other levels to develop mar-

keting plans and to ensure that they aie properly implemented'and moni-

tored. Vocational rehabilitation agencies, as well as other social or-

ganizations, would not normally have this type of marketing expertise

within their organizations. In fact, it has been found that they rarely

have interest or modiation to set uP special marketing functions com-

plete with planning, control and evaluation procedures. Further, even

when-there is a recognition of the need and benefit of such a thrust,:

resources would most likely not be available to implement one, 14erefore,

under circumstances that are prevalent today, to carry out any semblance

of a reasonable marketing effort, rehabilitation agencies would have to

assign existing staff the extra duties of planning and coordinating the

agency's marketing campaign. Where this has to be done, the function

could be inoorporated into either the agency's program planning and eval-

uation or field services organization. It Should be noted here that, when

housed with another function, the marketing effort becomes somewhat di-

luted and cannot be optimized to meet agency goals Is it can be when it

is made a separate responsibility reporting to top management.

On the other hand, where a strong commitment is made by the agency

to a marketing approach, a modification to the more typical rehabilitation

agency organizational structures is indidated, as well as an allocation
. .

of resources to support necessary staff and relevant activities. Justi-

fication for this can be rationalized by objectively analyzing the poten-

tial effectiveness and cost benefit of tailoring the fteparation of those

in the yehabilitation process to the needs of the agency's markets. Of

course, this process cannot and should net ignore the needs.and interests

of the disabled person. Rather", it should provide the opporturiity for



Merging-these with the real needt of the market. The resUlt should be

greater incidence of placement and greater satisfaction on the Parts of

those placed and the employer.

What is suggested here-is not intended as a generic prescription for

all agencies,.but is rather intended as i frame of reference, for specific

organizational considerations. Since we are uting marketing techniques

and strategies as a vehicle for the ultimate.placement of the rehabilita-
.

tion agencies' products, there is merit in considering a separate market--
,

ing functiOn to compliment the traditional field services function. This

would add to the agency director's staff a director of marketing on a

peer level, with a Airector of field services and others who report to

the agency director.

With a marketing director at this level of management in the organ-

izatiOn, the marketing approach'can be optimized. Such a person.sitting

in the top level manageMent foruM of the agency would have the authority

and the ppportunity to influence agency operations toward generating

placements through a marketing approach. A Person at this level can as-
,

sure that all other agency resources are considered for application to-

ward that end. Marketing directors should be in a position to provide

counsel to the top 'agency administrator and the field services director

on Ipwvto address the agency's market demands and integrate marketing

strategies with the field service's delivery system. Regional marketing

representatives could serve as an extension of the agency marketing di-

rector to prOvidecomparable counsel and support to field operating man-,

ageMent and staff in the interest of integrating marketing strategjeg

with field service operations. 'In this sense, the field service organi-

iátion's'role is analogous to the role of a sales,organization in'a
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commercial enterprise. As with the sale of consumer'products fh the

business sector, the field service force directs their efforts toward

facilitating this acceptance of their products, agency prepared job can-

didates, by their employer markets.

Of all the social service oriented agencies, it can be said that the

vocational rehabilitation agency has the potential to. define its markets

and to design its services and products to meet the needs of those mar-
.

.kets better than almost any other such agencies. It follows then that

wherever possible they should take full advantage of this attribute by

adapting the agencies' operations accordingly, including the establish-
.

ment of a strong marketing thrust emanating from the top level of the

agencies' hierarchy.

CONCLUSION

The marketing discipline is complex and requires high-level direction

and careful application to serve as an effective management tool. To

treat it otherwise will result, at best,Ain just'some planned communica-

tion, detached from any systematic, cohesive, or complementary series of

events to achieve predetermined results. C'

Marketingthe rehabilitation agency, its services, and its products

is a unique challenge and is primarily a management responsibility. Com-

mercial enterprise has shown the high-level of results,organizations can

achieve 'through application of st'die-of-the-art marketing practices.

Though the rehabilitation agency does no,t have a conventional product to

sell for profit, it does in fact spOnsor "human products" with consider-,"
able potentia'l to contribute in the work places and communities through-

out this country. The servjces and productive capability available
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A.

through the rehabilitation agency must be "sol,d" to more readily assim-

ulate rehabilitated people into the mainstream. The marketing approach

is intended to facilitate this fisale,11. resulting in employer vtisfaction.

and the rehabilitated person's job satisfaction and.general well being.

27
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, CHAPTER-II

MARKET ANALYSiS

The preceding chapter described a marketing apprdach,
and its components processes. Irrthis chapter; we
will examine the firststeps in implementing such an
approach by exploring the concepts of market analysis
and segmentation.

It must be kept in mina that our main focus is im-
,

proving the quality of life for individuals with
handicapps through job placement. However, at times,
the authors, for'Clarity,will talk atIout.indiViduals
as pfoducts. In-addition, it should'be clear that
labor markets, in general, are very complex and af-
fected by some factors which are beyond control. The
main focus is to provide alesis for Understanding
labor.market functioning and what it is like to'be
the rustomer-of rehabilitation products (that is, an
employer who hires job ready disabled people). .

The chapter is divided into five ifiajor divisions.
The first two rover consideration in market analysis
and Market segmeptation. These steps assist in cat-
egorizing possible markets .and segments within these
markets. In the third section, questions concerning
the operating characteristics-of the markett are
addrested. The-rfOurth diffiron-fitts impact Of a
changing environment which'could affect the market-
ing strategy. It is followed by'the data requires
ments and*resourdes for developing-market measure-
ment .ind forecasting techniques.. Finally; the
Tesources needed are discussed and' suggestions'On
how thit,might be acCOmplished.

1:4

The initial phase Of market analysis, deals with the determination

of markets for the Product. In this cohtext, the term !market" has

several connotations. In one sense, a market could be a physicalentity,

where-customers and buyers meet to exchange.goods and services. For our

Purgises, hoWever, the definition of a market will be that used by

Kotler (1980).1
-

A inaket is the set of all individuals and' organizations Who
are actual and potential buyers of a product or service.



6.

It will .be the "labor market" that is to be discussed here and it his

certain characteristics which make it more complex and problematic than a

market where goods and services are physically exchanged.

Types 'of Labor Markets

Alabor market in the simplest, uncomplicated form involves the exis-

,

tence of job openings and individuals seeking to fill them. Our society

is based on a Market economy whichbalso includes to a greater extent than
-

other countries the full choice of occupation by individuals and the free

choice of employers to select the most.qualified individual/to fill their

labor needs. In our society, there are not only very large labor markets,

there are also different kinds of labor markets, which may be affected by

different factors.

National vs. Local Labor Markets.

market is of primary concern.

-Sinte 1968, the trend in manpower planning-is toward "IOW labor

markets (Magnum and Snedeker, 1974). THe deyeloping ofnational statis=

tics relatinglo the labor market may be appropriate in some.instahces,

but the prime concern of state agencies Should be theAccessing of local

labor market information. Local labor-markets are not synonymous with

. The geographical area of the labor

political or governmental boundaries. They do, however, closely resem-

ble Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). States would have to

determine how many local labor market areas exist and'when interstate

coordination-and other activities will be necessary. The development of

local labor market information suggest/a closer contact with, the state

employment'agencies (which by law collects this information) and their

facilities as well as developirTg specific data fOr rehabilitations' needs.
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Primary vs..Secondary Labor Mar'keti; 'Doeringer and Piore (1971)
,

have proposed the theroy of Dual Lab& Markets. They argue that the

labor market is divided into priMary and secondary markets. The primary

labor market consists of those jobs'characterized as .havinq high wages,

-

good working conditions, employment stability, chances of advancement,

equity, and due process in the administration of work rules. In con-

trast, jobs in the secondary labor market are characterized by low wages,

few fringe benefits, poor working conditions, high turnover rates,_dead-
?

end positions with little chance of advancement and subject to arbitrary,

capricious supervision. The workers in the.secondary labor-markets are

also characterized as being more insubordinate; have higher rates of

turnover, tardiness, and absenteeism,*and'engage in more acts of theft

and pilferage. An important aspect of the dual market theoryjs that

there seems to be little movement of laorkers between the two mrkets.

-In addition, job opportunities are about equally divided among the two

markets.
-1

Internal vs. Competitive Labor Markets. A second distinction is

that between an open competitive labor market and a more reitricted in-

ternal labor market. Internal labor markets are often found in large

manufacturing plants where the filling of the vacanciee,tend to.be re-

stricted by sets of administrative rules and procedures. Internal labor

markets are common in nanagement positiowand in positions under the

jurisdiction of labor unions. For exaeple, Tanagement positions tend to

be filled by internal promotion. Trainees'enter at the bottom rung of

this ,Piternal market and seek advincementto the top.
1

'An example of an internal market Within labor unions are the craft

,

trades. In this situation, entry is typically gained only at:the .
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apprenticeship level. After some rather extensive period of time, a

journeynen-card is earned. In reality, the internal labor market is.a'

portidn of the competitive labor market. Such a market hds been argued

to have developed because of the need for specific skills,by employers

that lead to-the use of on-the-job tFaining and becomes solidified by

custom. The influence of unions are an example of the creation of an '

internal market. There is usually ipecific entry positions with advance-

ment through longevity.

In both-examples, there are entry and exit ports to the competitive

market where other factors affect chance of employmeht. In the competi-

tive market, the assumptions are that every one has a more or less equal

opportunity for thejoin. that workers seek jobs which have the highest

wages, and that the more-qualified individuals will be hired at a higher

wage.

MARKET SEGMENTATION

After-the decision has been made concerning the primary labor mar-

kets for rehabilitation products, market segmentation can occur. The

purpose of segmenting the market is to find out "where what job-skills

-or services are needed."

Segmentition-of the market should be done in an objective and ex-f

haustive manner. The decisions which follow will affect the allocation

of resources for best marketing the product within that segment. Thus,

the basic purpose of market segmentatiOn is tddetermine groups of dus-
_

tomers who y have similar manpower needs,,have similar operating'char:

acteristics when filling those needs, have similar beliefs or attitudes

'
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which affect buying behavior, or other siiralar characteristics. which

suggest the need to develop a-marketing approach specific for that group.

APPLICATIONS

The first decision in the development of the marketing plan is the

preliminary analysis to determine which are the primary markets for re-
,

habilitaticn's manpower and related service-type products. In making

this decision, it was suggested that;

1. The geographical extent and number of local labor markets
within the state be identified.

2. Specific occupations should be identified as being within:

a. The primary or secondary labor market,

b. Whether entry.into the occupation is direct through
the.competitive market or whether entry into it is
indirect through internal promotion or union member-
ship.

These aspects are also important for the rehabilitation client and .

,counselor when "sale" or placement is being attempted. In this Case,

the product's characteristics;.that is, the client's characteristiCs,

are not necessarily constaneas in'the case of physical goods (e.g.,

cars). If the client will not relocate from an area to lake job place-

ment, then the geographical area may be, restricted independently of the

potential market. In addition, many salesmen have little concern re-

garding the product after it is sold'(i.e., when the client is placed).

But rehabilitation counselors and the state agency must ask whether a

placement in the secondary labor market is as a'desirable closure as is

placement in the primary labor market.

The status of a state's current success in placement could aid the

decision concerning labor markets. For example, the agency could analyze
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.A status 26 closures in the last year in terms of primary vs. secondary

mark ts, inter al vs. external, and oCcupational categbries for each

geogra ica rea and for the state as a whole. This information would

enable 'a staie agency to determine where the "deiand" for the "product"
EP.

clients and services) currently exists with the present marketing

approach. Then the decisions would'neddrto be.made as to whether to doi

a better job at marketing within these markets or to change the priori-.

ties on product development.

. This decision would involve setting goal levels for placement with-

jn these markets. Corisequent'ly, more resources Would then be 'channeled

into" sales operation (i,e., job'placement) for the current products,

into Product development (i.e., develop prioritiei.such as occupational

specificrtraining and other client services):.or both., Continued data

must be obtained to determine the effects of the-Se, re-allocated resources
2

on placement. But, before resource allocation is don6, further infor-.

nation about,these primarharkets should be gathered, thus preventing

Ooduction of a product for,a nonexsistant market. ,(In rehabilitation

terms,,it will stop the development of Individualized Written Rehabili-
,

tation'Program (IWRP's) to prepare clients for jobs that are not available

in the- locale the client is-willing to live in.)
.

Specific Consideritibns

The detailing of the operating characteristics requires both general

'considerations at the upper management level of the state agencies, but

will require more input from the local level managers 'and counselors.

Whatever characteristics about an employer which should be known to gain

ana maintain access to the employers should be considered.

There are no easy and---ii-ft rules conceTing how.much'infOrmation is

36
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enough. If the following six questions.cii bvanswered, hówVer, it can

be-assumed that analysis and segmentation of the marketis %ell estabu

lished (Kotler, 1980):

\

Whp.is in the market? -(What companies kre expanding?)

What is the market buyin§? (What skills are needed?)

- When does the market buy? (Are job openings cycliCal?)

Who if involved-in,-the buying? (Who makes the hiring .decisiond?)

- Whidoes the market buy? (What considerations are used to select .

from the-applicahts?)

- How does the market buy? (What are the steps in the bus-
inesses 'hiring pfactices?)

Such an approach looks to analysing the real operating character-

istfcs of market segments; rather than assuming that all market segments

operate the,same. T4ugh fiesequestiont may requfre a great deal of ,

'knowledge-, it is-alto triii tliat-rihabilitation.has never been accused of

spending toomudh time on unders
,

cOmmunity operates to fill

been asked, then'you are Tit using a marketing approach.

THE CHANGING'ENVIRONMENTS:': KEEPING CARENT

"ding how each segment of 4n employing'j,

bor needs. If these questions have not

DevelopingA basic und6rstanding'of labor markets, developing mar-'

két analysii capabilities, condUcting market segmentation,'and detailing
)

pleir operation 'characteristic% requires the expenditure of valrble

sources. Such an expenditure would be unwisely spett if it is assUmed

that fheenvironmental milieu would remain constant. The preceding focus.
,'

'6-vbeen on setting up an initial yerketing plan and that,plan will
'

Nzely be based on turrentconpitions. gefore making.final dlAions

7
About the market* ptan, some consfOerations must be.given to the

f
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stability of envirpnments. Several environments sbould be considered:
s

,1,. beinagraphit: 'Will- the-major -deMographit:',needs'- Of the.
reinain relatively -tory,

stAnt or is ConSiderable,.fl kittuatiOn.pobabto,

2. ECOnomic; Is :the'demand for -labor increasing. 6r -0e--
creasing in--each Market-teoment? Are- Certain- indus-%
tries likely to expand, while othert fain

3. -.NatUral: 'What ecolOgi cal changes- May occur -which.
cotMffect the'markets (e4.1, depletion of'the
natut4al .resourceg-whIch., create local jObs)-?

4. 'Technological.: Are new technological adyances
occuring,which would' open uP nip/ doors and.46se
old ones? . .

5. Political: Are agencies' recourses going. to be
affected by the political climate. Will new govern-
ment regulations assist- or retard access to the
.market 'segments.

6. Cultural: Are culturWehinges going:to ,affect
iieiWbehavior (e.g., large-hispanic. grouVre-

quire. :the neeeto speak Spanish', teach or have
hispanic baCkground)r,

7. Internal: To Wharecetent can the'lrebabilitation.
agency- changeLle-adopt'new practicet and.to what
eXtent "it the- agency stable enough to -maintain a
marketing- prograth.

'''Tkese are generalyquestions that muSt be asked t6 keep the-marTeting

plan relevant and current in subsequent years. A thorough marketing plan

WiTI specify the assumptions made -about the conditions. If major changes

,

can be predicted tO Occur in these assumptions, then, alternative'ap-

proaches can be developed prior to the full impact On, the market segments

-and/or the agency Itself.
'

MARKET MEA5UREMENT AND_FORECASTING

In this -chapter, welhaVe di sCussed market analysis., market segmen-

.. tation, operating 'characteriStics of the segments, and the measuring of



environmental changes. These activitievreqdrre the measurement of current

market conditions and the forecasting of future ones.

The basic purpose of marketing measurement and forecasting is,to in-

sure continually increasing demand for your product. In business, fail-
,: -

ure to do so may lead to an obsolete product and cortany failure. In re-

habilitation, a major criticism by employers has been the failure to

train clients in certain arsas that have been forecasted to be high de-
-

mand areas. The measurement and forecasting of needs of the market seg-

ments could indeed overcome this criticism, but only if the agency chose

to use this information to make changes. Such changes could include

service decisns to alter the current occupational skills of clients;

channeling of resourbes to overcome certain hiring biases; modifying

the practice and training of the rehabilitation professionals, etc.

. .Restricting-client access.to occupation specific training is a con-
,

tro4ersial area. If an agency.determined that certain occupations were

igh growth ones and others were not, would resources be allocated for

training in these areas at-the expense of others? From.a product develop-

ment point of view, the answer is absolutely. From an ethnical-counseling

paint of View, the question concerning clients' freedom to select their

own goals is raised. From a practical point of view, most woulTagree

that perhaps the first level of counseling would'be to attempt to explain

to the client why resources have been allocated to these areas and en-

courage clients to select training in that area if.qualified. It would

be hoped that the counselor and the client would agree on the choice.

Data Requirements

It is a difficult task to de-termine exact data which must be gathered

to implement and maintain a marketinA g plan. It is clear that these data
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so.

Must adequately measure the current market-and provide forecasting of-fu-

ture market trends. A Managthent-Information System tailored to the marl;

keting hinction is absolutely necessary. It is not, however, an infor-

matton requirement totally separate from other vocational rehabilitation

functions. For example, the analysis-of 26 closures by occupational type

and pridaryAs. secondary market is an excellent use of the states' own

rea'aily available information.

Nor should it be assumed that the data requirement for the Mani0-

ment information systemehas to be generated by the state agency. Manyr

different individuals are interested in the labor market, industry char-

acteristics, forecasting of future skill needs, etc., on national, state,

Standard Metrolpolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) and county levels. Such

information is available from governmental agencies, industry, labor

market experts, and other sources. Much Of the needed measurement and

fbrecasting information is Currently available.- What ts needed,is first

to develop the data.requirements and then to determinewhether it currently

exists within the state's files or other sources. That which is not a-

vailable can be then added to the staters infdrmation system. Some re-

sources can be suggested: Once collected this statistical information

:mist be translated into some readily useable (and understandable) format

for counselors it clients.

RESOURCES

The first resource is the state agency's personnel to'develop a

tentative Marketing Management Information System (MMIS). Several



ur

resources woult.prove use 1 to access the information which'is currently

and continually available.

American Statistical Index (Congressional Information Service, Wash--

in6ton, DC): .This Indeic lists Most .known statistical measures abdut la-

bor market and economic conditions of the United States, It is a two

depproceis to.access,information. In the first step, resources can'be

identified in several ways (see Appendix A), The two most common are by

subject and names and by categories. For example, "Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics" has approximately two and one-half columns of listings including

the all encompassing "Handbook of Labor Statistics." Another resource

details employment, earnings, and hours by industry division, and by 2 and

4 digit Standard Industrial, and by-nonfarm industries for states and 263

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's). These resources can

also be accessed by three major categories: Geographic (census division,

state, city, county, SMSA, etc.); Economic (commodity, income, industry,

occupation, etc.); and Demographic (age, disease, educational attainment,

marital status, race and sex).

After the resource has been identified, the user can simply go to

the accompanying microfiche copy of the resourdrand retrieve the tnfor-

mation. The American StatiStical Index (ASI) system contains virtually

everything one would want to know about previously acquired labor sta-

. tistics and economic trends.

Monthly Labor Review: The Monthly Labor Review is included in the

'nASI. It contains articles about current labor situations and every

monthly issue contains,updated labor and economic data. The list of

tables given in.the last section of the Review is given ihAppendix B.

Occu ational Outlook Quarterly (published by the Department of
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Labor's OccupatIonil Outlook Service): This-magazine features articles

discussing forecasts for decline and growth in related occupationt. For

example, the Spring 1981 issue discussed the apparently higlidemand for

professionals in'the computer industry. The Quarterli, is available for

a modest subscription price of $6.00/year from:the Department of Labor.

Occupational Information System: This computerized system which is,

in place in most states is being more and more used,by rehabilitation pro-

fessionals in vocational exploration and forecasting of career trends.

The typical system includes description of jobs, state forecasts of growth

in these occupations, and detailed infbrmation on 2 and 4.year colleges

and universities. Each state may vary in their system and more advanced

teChniques and changes may be incorporated.

1001r
Employment Services: Currently, the best state-wide resource for

statiitics, trends, and other services is the Employment Service Offices.

These offtces are housed'in various administrative structures within each

state, but come under the Department of Labor. At the present time, bud-

get cuts are being considered-which would dramatically affect this pro-

gram. Unfortunately, in the past, Vocational Rehabilitation and Employ-

ment Services have not always worked well together. If a rehabilitation

agency intends to utilize market analysis 'and segmentation techniciues, it

would be-beneficial to use the infor.mation resources available to Employ-

ment Services.

Employers: Many large firms tuch as Honeywell forecast their owm

future needs of skilled manpower. Such companies are often willing to

share such information with state agencies and often have it available

for public dissemination.
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Manufacturing*Associations: Many organized groups of manufacturers

'have data about the:demand for skilled,specific Tabor.

Dunn and Bradstreet: The information from this source may be used

'in determining trow well a firm is doing and-whether it may be expected to

have more or less job openings.

Chamber of Commerce: The resource is extretely valuable for obtain-

/

ing the list of pecipld'in the'company. Such-information-is useful when

attempting'to access yarious firms in the comuniiY.

.

Manufacturers Guide: This resource lists mantriacturers by occupa-

tional specific categories termed Standard Industrial Codes. It yields

information on company size, address, and other information. It is pub-
.

lished annually with monthly supplements to update.

Private Employment Sector: These profit making organizations must be

doing something right or they would not be in business. A conference be-

tween the state and a group of these companies could prove very rewarding.

In additiori, counselors could benefit from closer working relitionships
.

with these agencies.

Nonrehabilitation Professional.Groups and Organizations: Other

segments of our society deal with the.measurement, forecasting, and uti-
.

lization of such data. Attending meetings, subscribing to their journals,

or bringing in consultants from,these professions may be a valuable re-

source to assist in setting up the management information system.

DEVEI.OPING A MARKETING MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION SYSTEM

The rationale for a Marketing ManageMent Information System (MMIS)

is that it will increase current "sales" and enable a company to do product
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development actiiiities based on forecasted changes in the market. The

Underlying assumption for both uses of an MMIS is the expected impact

on "sales." In rehabilitation, a "sale" should be synonomous with suc-

cessful job placement. ,It is assumed that the marketing approach to job

placement does involve selling techniques. Therefore, MMIS must meet,

the needs of the counselors (i.e., salesman) when placing clients and

meet the needs for forecasting trends which might affect practice, pro-

gram, and policy of the agency.

Itwould seem clear that ihe basic element in the placement counselor

repetoire-is job-matcning. Thus,,adequate client data must be available

to match with adequate employer data. The necessity for job matching is

the basis_for building an MMIS with information that assists the current

job matching process, and also enhances future job matching by predicting

what skills the employing community will want. *Given that these assuMp-

tions are reasonable, it is paramount that the marketing function enhance

the selling function (i.e., job placement).

Examples of Marketing Management Information Systas do exist. Cur-

rently the trend in.Job Account System (West Virginia) and EmplOyer

Account Syitem (Iowa) include some of the techniques suggested in ihis

publication. In Appendix C, the Employer Account System of Iowa is .

given to domonstrate how systematic information on client, employers,

and the job matching process is obtained. The system contains the be-

ginnings of the Marketing Management Information System and stresses

the importance of the involvement of the counselor in the local labor

market inforMation.

Employer Account Systems, or those like it, are not sufficient in

and of themselves. Typically, they fail to do long term planning and
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allotation of resources for "product development." They do, howOver,

provide support.for daining'and maintaining atcess.to the ma-rket. Em-

ployer Account Systems also point in the right direction for a Marketing

Management Informatio System. An Employer Account System, such as

that deScribed.fdr the Des Moines area would ideally feed intota state

wide systeM. In turn, these would provide for a statewide employer

account systems providing for greater access-to jobs, at least for those

16clients who are willing to relocate.

Once the data is compiled at the state level, analyses concerning

occupational areas, rehabilitation success and failures, general market

conditions and other information must be conducted first for -*roving

the current system by providing general directives. Secondly, trend

analyses mdst-be conducted at this level and would, in conjunction with

policy decisions, result in the channeling of resources for systematic

product development. Of concern, wOuld be increasing job placement in

A.
primary market rather than secondary, development qtnew market segments,

and termination of old segments. The feedback between local and state

level must be continuous and the system must meet the needs of the cur-

rent sales peration. 7houg6 the-information processing demands seem

challenging, the developments in microprocessor and their software pro-

grams are more than adequate and cost effective to handle the data pro-

cessing requirements.

Building on a technique like.the Employer Accdunt System makes

y,good sense:

- It is currently being adopted,or considered for adoption
by a number of.states. .

It provides the systematic focus necessary for Marketing
Management Information Systems.
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.r ItS,benefits are more..teadtTyf-and'immedately evideht,;49
the practicing .-dOunseler...- , .

--It proVicfei_the ha's-lb^ data elements upon whiCh 'to idd* mdre

detailed marketing infortatiOn. ,

It -represents the filajtir Pro-ciss.lipon which a marketing

furictign As,:designed- to- impact.

ince the Marketing Management Information-System is in effect, one

marketing seenario Mio-ht be as foilows. Certain information night lead .

the agency to décide.to enter a new market'segment. for placing future

clients. General guidelines would 6e isiued for development of client com-

petencies in the desired skill areas. Next, the agency would begin an

advertising campaign designed at changing attitudes in_a desired'maYket

area prior to plading- any,clients, in that segment. In addition, the

operating characteristics of the-new market segment_would be 4ecified.

At the same time, 'selected clients ,would receive the needed skill develop-

ment. These initial _clients would. recetve special attention to get them

placed in ,the new markets. The succeSi storiet woUld be again advertised,

especially within the market segment. Once the market segment has been

prepared (i.e., "softened"), placetent of . further clients will lAa easter

- because of the proven success with the initial clients. :These techniques

denote a marketing strategy, and mite that the planning had to be initiated

prior to the client becomtng job ready. Employer accounts, and those like

them, do not currently provide for these features.
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CHAPTER III

PRODUCT STRATEGY

. .

Withia the field of rehabilitation the placement
function is often not positively. Perceived ky-re-
habilitation professionals: The handicapped as a
potential labor supply are too often viewed nega-
tively because of myths and-are not objectivelt
considered for employment based on the merits that
they bring with them to the labor-market. Rehabil-
itation prbfessionals must recognize not only that
clients can meet employer needs but that we too can
offer employers.a cadre of 'services that are not
available in scope and,quality.from any other source.

In this chapter we suggest that an effective mar-
keting approach to placement involves development of
a "product strategy." Integral components of this
strategy to be addreSsed by the state agency include:
recognizing our product as a valuable manpower re-
ource, developing,a service package for employers,
marketing the product and próduct development.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

In our view Of the Marketing approach to plaement, the vocational .

.rehabilitation Agency functions as a recruitment specialist and the clients

that we.offer to potential employers are in fact-product., Our product has

many positive-attributes that we must recognize and most importantly we

must clearly convey this.positive image of our product to employers.

The product development efforts of vocational rehabilitation'agencies

will be most effective when developed with a clear understanding of.the

market place, as determined by a carelAil market analysis. This data should

be complemented bY an understanding'of the skflls required for specific

jobs, how,clients can best acquire these skills, and a clear understanding

ofemployer expectations. When thit.data is in hand, it will be in case

development, discussion'and writtng of the Individual Written Rehabilita-

tion.Program (IWRP) and subsequent placement 'plans. in addition, agency
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administrators can identify or,help develop training programs designed

. P
to prepare clients for local employment opportunities. ,

Developina Vocational Rehabilitation Programs to Meet Market Needs

In his article, "Just Where s'the Barrier? A New Look at Employer

Attitudes," Robert H. Ruffner cites a study done by the American Manage-

ment Association in 1980. The resultsof this study may be used to support

the premise that traditionally vocational rehabilitation has not made an.

accurate assessment of market needs and/or has not utilized information

from such assessment in product development efforts.'

According to Mr. Ruffner, this study indicates that there are fac-

tors other than negative,employer attitudes 'and perceptions that serve

to impede handicapped persons in entering the labor market. ,The follow

ing barriers to employment are listed:

- Lack of marketable job skills.

- Inadequate job preparation of disabled people by pro-

fesional organizations.

- DiffiCulty in locating qualified disabled employees.

- Poorperformance of professional 'and advocacy organ-

izations'.

- Insufficient information and corporate training pro-

grams dealing with disability.

Each of the areas identtfied in the above study serve as examples

that can be addressed through product 'development efforts. Product de-

velopment in vocational rehabilitation may entail greater counselor inter-

vention in the client's vocational decision-making process, in the selec-
,

tion of vocational training programs, in development of programs to assist

,clients in understanding employer expectations, and programs to develdp
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client;s persofpl job seeking skills. This i,i.not to infer that cljent

right-of-Ooice be negated: However, this rfght-of-choioe mist le bal-

anced th appro riate information about the market place to assist .

clients in enhanci their employability. Obviously, too, employer ser-

vice programs must constantly be asiessed to insure that they meetem-

ployee needs and that program development occurs to meet new'and/or
%

changing needs within the employment community.

Ti,e vocational rehabilitation system we have just described has as

its prem se that the role andsthe mission of the vocational rehabilitation

program slto provfile services to individuals with vocational handicaps
;

in order o prepare or maintain them in employment. Perhaps this is too

narrow a view, the vocaiional rehabilitation mission should be viewed in

a largerTerspective. In a real sense, the agency program can be viewed

as that pr gram responsible to provide the employing community With qual-

ified workers, i.e., these workers, for reasons'of.disability, need to be

readied for emploiment. It is the responsibility of the rehabilitation

agenci program to prepare peolile for the appropriate labor mafket, i.e.,

disabled.individuals who are no longer votationally handicapped, to the
.

empl oying communi ty.

Job Ready Applicants

It must alSo clearly be conveyed to employers that referrals have

been pre-screened for theM to insure that the employer requirements are

met and that we offer the support service§ to insure client and employer

satisfaction. This positive approach can mean a savings to the employerft,

in personnel and training costs as it provides the employer with infor-

mation about potential employees that may not.routinely be available in
A

making hiring decisions.
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In marketing job candidates to employers, only job ready clients are

refervd. Some aspects of jOb readiness include the foLlowing:-

1. .Has.the bapic skills required for he job, e.g.;
has the required math lev cart perate-a lathe,-

etc. ik
.

.

2: Has a demonstrated interest in woi.king.
. .

3: -Can get to worktsite. (Reliable transportation)!

4. Understands the employer's expectations, e.g., .
dependability, appropriate work related be- *

haviors, etc.

,

,
Vocational rehabilitation can provide a positive service to emOloy-

,_ ,

ersand increase clientiplacement potential -whem-prepafilig applicants to

meet these emplolser hiring needs. Many have attended job seeking skills--

groups or have receiveg individual counseling to *pare them for the

job search with the skills needed to locate, secure an'd retain employ-

ment. Therefore, these people began the.job'search withdkfined voca:.

tional goals and established,job seeking skills. These skills can in

P'
fact give vocational,rehabilitation referrals an edge over the average

jobseeker by being better prepared to meet employer hiring requirements.

However, often clients have not worked or wexe unemployed for some

period-of time, which can result in the development.of a different life

It
style from those in the working environment. They neei.to know.what will

be expected of them from the einployer's point of view, and how their life

%tyle may Oked to change. jn a marketirig approach this is.another bene-

fit for employers.

SERVICES VOCATIONAt REHABILITATION

PROVIDES EMPLOERS

One critical cOmponent of a marketing approa in placement is an `

"Employer Services" program. Simply, this enta is yenttfying,employer
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needs, developing an employer services package to meet these needs and

then maeketing the employer services program within the employment com-

munity.

The development, implementation and subsequent up-dating of infor-
,

mation is a state administrative function. Often, policy and fiscal

discussions are.necessary which only-they can answer.
ir

Retruitment Services

Employers always have a need for skilled personnel and good employ-

ees. Even in time of little or no economic growth,employers need to fill

vacancies creaSed by attrition. Obviously, vocational rehabilitation

agencies cannot meet all the employer manpower needs. However, vocational

rehabilitation should be a source of qualified applicants,for employers

to call upon. They have an advantage because we can offer the employer

qualified, pre-screened applicants and we offer these applicants without

a fee: To effectively fulfill this role as a labor supplier the agency

.should:

1. Anticipate personnel needs of employers and make this
information available to the-field'so qualified appli-
cants are available.

2. Be familiar with each employer's personnel operatlon
and gear the.approach to accommodate the employee's
hiring prOcess,

3. Be familiar with each employer's hiring requirements
and the jobs within each company. Have clients pre-

' pared tor the hiring process.

414,
4. Refer only those clients that in the counselor's

judgement can do the job.

Consultant Services

Vocational rehabilitation has a broad array of services beyond our

product to offer employers. These services include:

Affirmative Action Assistance. Sections 501, 503, and 504 of the
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Rehabilitation Act of 1973 offers the opportunity for employers tO in-

tegrate the handicapped,into the labor market. Title V also allows vo-

cational rehabilitation to assist employers in coMpliance. The-rehabil-
-,

itation agency can serve the'employer by developing-and conducting handi-

capped awareness programs for interviewers, supervisors and co-workers

of the handicapped.

Accessibility. The vocational rehabilitation agency has an oppor-

tanity to serve employers by providing practical information about access-

ibility. They can serve-as a source of information by providing employers

with accessibility standards, reference materials, by doing plant reviews,

acquainting employers with what other employers have done and by referring

employers to other sources when technical advice is required.

Job Analysis/Job Restructuring. Job analysis is.a key service as it

enables the agency to clearly understand the various tasks:that comprise

the job and use this information developing appropriate training programs

andreferraTs. -the-information gained-tan he-helpfUT-te the employeet--

personnel function in updating accurate job-descriptions. Job analysis

can also help the employer in job restructuring to accommodate disabled

people. II

Employer Financial Incentives. As a part of its employer service

package the rehabilitation agency may want to make employers aware of the

financial incentives available to them as they hire the handicapped.

Agencies should develop a brochure describing "Financiol Incentives to

Hire the Handicapped" (see AppendixD for example). These pamphlets,

written for employers-, should contain explanations of various On-The-Job-
_

Training Programs; Projects with Industry, and Federal Tax incentives such

as the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit and the Tax Reform Act of 1976 as extended.
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addition to making employers aware of these types of incentives, the

ocational rehabilitation agency majSwish to assist the employer with

the paperwork to take advantage of these programs.
.

Awareness training programs have proven to be an effective tool in

assisting-employers in integrating handicapped employees within the work

force. .Seminars are designed to familiarize personnel spedialists and

supervisors in basic interviewing and supervising of disabled workers.

Specific objectives of these seminars are to insure that upon completion

pafficipants will (1) have an awareness of resources available to employers

and disabled employees which can aid in job placement and retention;

(2) be informed of the residual assests and liabilities involved in men-

tal and physical disabilities; (3) be comfortable in situations involving

handicapped persons as job applicants and employees. Follow-up contacts by

the agency should be scheduled to further develop placement opportunities

for the handicapped.

SUPPORT SERVICES:

A NECESSARY WARRANTY

Support servides include the knowledge of the employee, the rapport,

and availability to help solve problems the employee may be having which .

are effecting his work relationships. This may mean solving problems

which are occurring off the job but which effect the client's work per-

fprmance or attendance. There may be the need to correct problems occur-

ring on the job, with counseling and/or making modifications at the work

site, changing the work environment without causing complications for the

employer, and essentially solving the problem and improving the employee's

Nalue to the .employer. Intervening for the employer in removing a person
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who his provid that they are not jobready can also be a service to the

employer.

The result of support services can be lower cost to maintain eMploy-

.

ees and muliipliei in savings 'from a lower turnover rate. At the Mar-

quette Inn in Minneapolis, Minnesota, they feel the cost per turnover is

about $500. Since 1978 they have employed persons with handicaps in their

food:service-steward (cleaning, dishwashing, banquet set-ups, etc.) de-

partment and their turnover rate is about lb% compared with the usual 200%

rate per year. Support services to these employees from rehabilitation

staff With the cooperation and further support from the steward depart-

ment staff are the main reasons for this low turnover rate. This ser-

vice is very marketable to employers with resulting high placement.rates

for vocational rehabilitation clients.

Troutiled Employee Assistance

Vocational rehabilitation can provide services that not only benefit

, the disabled workers return to work but are cost saving for employers as

well. There is cost savings not only in reduced insurance costs but

cost savings to the employer in personnel and training costs when the in-

jured worker returns to their previous job or a light duty or-modified

job. Vocational rehabilitation agencies can assist emplOyers in estab-

. lishing troubled employee programs.- Vocational rehabilitation can pro-
.

vide direct consultation with managers who are endintering work related

problems with employees as well as direct intervention with clients pre-

viously placed who are experiencing difficulties.

MARKETING THE PRODUCT

To achieve success in marketing the handicapped as a source ofqualified
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competent employees the vocational rehabilitation agency must recognize

the existence of employer attitudes toward the handicapped and.toward it-
.

self 'as a government agency. These attitudes must not only 6e't^ecognized,

but must be dealt with in a positive manner if the marketing effort is to

be successful.

Employer Perceptions of Vocational Rehabilitation

Most employers, with the exception of very small businesses, today

are emersed in a miriad of government regulations and related requirements.

From such laws as the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Civil Rights Act of

1964, the.Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to the Employees Retire-

ment Income Security Act, along with others, they feel largely encumbered

with reporting requirements and various compliance demands. In addition,,

they are generally defensive about having to assume the burden of proof'

where employee relations or personnel selection practices are questioned.

As a result, it can be logically assumed that government agencies are
_

generally.viewed in less than favorable light by private employers, who

incur significant costs and who are diverted from full focus on their

6rimary objectives by what they view as the demands of government agencies.

The negative aura unfortunately reflects on social and rehabilitation

agencies, as well as others, though their motives are right,and the ser-

vices provided may be supportive to the employer while still meeting the

needs of clients. Even agencies like vdcational rehabilitation are not

fully understood and are often seen in the same negative context despite

their placement-oriented purpose and practical services to employers.

Without proper discrimination among agencies, they might well be to many

employers, "just another bureaucratic agency" ready to'impose guilt, un-

reasonable demands, and bureaucratic processes upon them. Even the most
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enligthened employer's perception about social service and rehabilitation

agencies tan be colored by this syndrome and further be compounded by a

continuous flow of well meaning,.but annoying, private and public agency

and special interest group representatives touting their respeCtive
,

. . .

clients or target population. This manifestsitself in an pncOordinated

mileau of contacts confronting the employer. Some\generalize from this

sea of contacts and categorize them all as time consuming and impractical

campaigners: This, of course, has an impact on the.perception and possibie

effectiveness of even those relevant and constructiVe agencies like voca-

tional rehabilitation. Though these perceptions do not eminate from a

systematic study, they are impressions derived from interaction with per-

sonnel professionals and other business management people around the

country.

While a dedication to the client's best interest is desirable and,
ol/

in fact, expected from social service or rehabilitation agency profession-

als, it is also incumbent on them to understand the needs of the communi-
i %

ties in which they work. Especially important are the needs of prospective

employers, and how to prepare their clients for productive roles. In the

vocational rehabilitation process especially, the client's rehabilitation

plan can result in -gainful employment when pursued with the needs of the

constituent employers and the client's capabilities in proper perspectives.

When rehabilitation professionals and their clients Have this orientation,

they draw a sharp contrast to the agencies .and advocacy groups who convey

an orientation that their categorical concerns and programs are ends in

themselves.

The concept of marketing the rehabilitation approach takes on sig-

nificant importance; when considering the less-than-open-door. attitude
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toward government agencies in general; and the ambivalent attitude at

best about social service, rehabilitation agencies and special interest

groups specifically. A marketing approach can serve to set the rehabil-
.

itat:ion agency apart frbm the unfortunate government agencyStereotypes

which exist in the business community and should result in an increased

level of opportunity for effective interaction between the rehabilitation

agency and the employer. Properly done, the marketing approach should

condition the employer segmentsCof the community for such a result.'

Most progressive employers today are seeking ways to meet their so-

cial obligations without comproMising productivity and profit. They seek

the most streamlined and efficient processes by which to'accommodate dis-

abled and disadvantaged peoPle who show potential to perform against normal

job standardawin their environments, and most would be receptive to con-

sultation from experts, such as rehabilitation professionals, to accomplish

thit.

The vocational rehabilitation program in this country, with its, net-

work oi state agencies, has in its basic composition the charter, the me-
.

chanics,".the skills, the knowledge, and the dedication to strike the nec-

essary balance between appropriate client support and preparation, and

relevant service to employers. These merits of the vocational rehabili-

tation process, along with its products and services must be communicated

to those who can productively utilize the rehabilitated client. Commun-

ication can,be effective,whep encompassed in a viable marketing-effort

geared to counter even the most negative perceptions among employers.

OnCe this is accomplished, concerns about employers' perceptions and

attitudes about the rehabilitation agency shoun no,longer be an issue.

-#
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Eilipioyer Perceptions of the Handitapped

Employers often offer Mat they believe are,reasonable objectives

to hiring the handicapped worker. Almost always these objectives reflect

the employers' concern about the perceived added costs in hiring the handi-

capped. These concerns are usually the resillt of commonly held myths.

StudiesA.hat have been done wovide the data to dispell these myths, One

of the most commonly cited studies handicapped job performance was con-

ducted in the the DuPont Corporation. This study examined the jobserfor-

mance, safety i-ecord, and work attendance Of 1,452 handicapped DuPont em-

ployees. Key findings of this study included:

1. Insurance - No increase in worker's compensation costs'
and no lost time injuries. Note: The cost that an

4 employer pays for workers' compensation insurance is
determined by the type of business and the size of the
payroll. Individual employee accident experience
may affect workers' compensation premiums. However,
employee disability is not.considered in computing
workers' compensation rates.

2. Physical Adjustments - Mima with most handicapped
employees requiring no special work arrangements.

3. Safety - 96% of disabled workers rated average or
abovein job safety, and more than half rated above.
Note: Remember the better the employee safety re-
cord the lower the workers compensation rate for
that employer.

4. Job-Performance - 91% rated average or above.

5. Job Stability - 93% rated average or better. 4

A similar study was conducted by the International Telephone and

Telegraph Company at its Corinth, Mississippi ,Plant. This study showed

that:

1. No disabled worker had suffered more than a rinor on-

the-job injury while employed by the ompanyL

2. Disabled workers were.proven to be more Ooductive and
had a lower absenteeitivrate than their co-workers.
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The U.S. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation' surveyed 100 large cor-

porations. This study revealed employer perception of handicapped worker

productivity as fo'llows:

1. 66% reported no difference in productivity between
the handicapped and nonhandicapped.

2. 24% rate the handicapped higher in productivity than
the nonhandicapPed-while only ten percent reported
that productivity was lower for the handicap*.

Data from these studies reveal that the handicapped meet or exceed

their nonhandicapped contingents in'all significant employment areas.

These findings are significant and offer distinct cost advantages to the

employer in terms of personnel costs. The vocational rehabilitation mar-

keting approach should contain a segment to effectively portray these

positive factors within the employing community both to employers and to

labor u ions (see Appendix E).

,
CONCLUSION

A well thought out and Well executed marketing effort will reap re-

wards beyond obtaining "competitive" closures. It will develop support

for vocational rehabilitation within the private sector where support is

so urgently needed, it will benefit many disabled persons who are not

vocational rehabilitation clients, and finally, it will signal to coun-

selors that the agency is sincere in its desire for quality (competitive)

placement, and that is is,willing to support this effort at the highest

levels of administration.
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- CHAPTER IV

MARKETING STRATEGIES

PART I

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

This chapter deals with the dissemination ofinformation to
the employing commuhity, with the object of conditioning the
market. Administrative or support staff provide an umbrella
of information to employers which conditions the market for
the field staff to do placement. The value of providing this
information to employers is that through knowledge aboutour

/- product and services they will view the rehabilitatiori agency
as a viable resourde of manpower. Our goal is to be viewed as
a resource that can provide valid information about that pro-
duct and also has the expertise to assist in the solving of
employers problems.

CONDITIONING THE MARKET

To condition the market t ere St be a public relations plan that

is consistant and_origaing_in-its mess e to employers. The-kind of tnfor-

.mation that is disseminated should not be -Underestimated. It is one of

the most important functions in the marketing approach. The information"

should convey the availability of our prOduct and services, how they may

be located, and what are the saleable qualities of our product, as well

as defining the services that the agency can provide. A marketing direc-
,

tor is essential to achieve these goals. This does not mean an agency

heeds to rush out and hire one. It does imply that someone needs to be

delegated the responsibiljty of organizing and maintaining a strong pub-

lic relations program.
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PROMOTIONAL METHODS

4
There are a vartety of methddi that can be,used to promo-tea pro-

duct, however,they are not equal in value though each has a place in the

womotional pattern. There are advantages and disadvantages to the var-

ious methods with varying cost per contact. The efficiency of promo-

tional activity is usually evaluated in terms of.cost in relation

to results., in our case future job placement opportunities. The follow-

ing methods should be considered and the ones thought most valuable

chosen.'

Media Presentation

Television and radio stations. One of the problems.with public ser-

vice announcements is.th-ey are aired during "non-prime time However,

many celebrities or prominent persons from the community support hiring

disabled persons. Their use can assure prime time announcements and

credibility. Other agencies, national organfzations and special interest

groups also have prepared excellent spot announcements. The key is pro-

fessional quality announcements which will grab prime time. It is sug-
,

gested that when local announcements are made that community colleges

and university media departments should be used as consultants. At times,

a national celebrity may be in town. They can be approached to tape spot

announcements and often local stations will use their facilities to assure

quality results at no cost to the agency.

Presentations

Slide presentations have been a popular method or promotion, however,

trere is the need to keep them updated and creative or they lose their

value. They should portrait successful placements and employer services.

The use of video to disseminate information to employers can alsO be
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'effective. Showing the clients-and employers at work sties, discussing

how the placement was achieved and what employer services were provided

can give a refreshing'endorsement to using our product.

Scrapbook presentation can be used indluding charts, graphs, ind

pictures to show accomplishments of disabled Workers in the local areas.

Again these need to be updated yearly to be effective.

Films have been another good resource as part of a promotion activ-

ity. There are more available now then there have been in the past and

they can be very Wective in dealing with attitudes and getting the

message across. Many organizations (state and university libraries also)

will loan films for presentation. The needs of the audience should he

ascertained to make sure the film will meet those needs. ,

Good news articles are always in demand and are another resource

for promoting our product. Success stories about clients and employers

with the message being how the person can do the-job in spite of a dis-
,

ability. We need to be telling more about our success. Rehabilitation

professionals write manY" good articles, but tend to publish them in pro-

fessional journals. Articles in business journals, on the other hand,

can be an excellent method of reaching dmployers. Businesses also pub-

lish newsletters which can be used to reach thiS audience. For example,

the results of the yecent DuPont study, including the negative finding,

might be accepted.

Promotional materials which are generated at the federal level

could be very effective at the state and local level. Job service has

. operated with that concept for years, with money being budgeted and ma-

terial being provided,to promote knowledge of their service. With the

eMphasis on placement in vocational rehabilitation it would seem timely
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that the Rehabilitation Sepvice's Administration would budget for these

materfals.

Mailing letier,or b chure:eiseem to be 4.11ejleast effective and the

most costly'methOd of.promotion. Employers respond more favorably $o

letters from prominent people or those familiar to them. Even then some

prior 'contact and followrup is required to achieve maximum value.

Each regior has a representative of the President's Committee on

Employment of the Handicapped who is available to help develop proMotional

activities. There is ifso free literature available for,these activities.

National Employ the Handicapped Week which occurs the beginning of the

first full week in October has-been promoted by the Prpsident's committee

and there is material aviilable through them or the local job service
,4 .*

i offices. Activities can be planned involving,local Chamber of Commerces,

posters in local schools with the sponsorship of a local business. This

activity for National Employ the Handicapped Week can be utilized for a

month long promotional activity With the week being the kick-off or the,

culmination of the promotion. This is an excellent way for agencies to

capitalize on these materials Itithout major.expense.

Most states have governor and Mayoral committees who will be open

to sharing in or planning of promotional activities. These committees

are often chaired by prominent business people or political figures. ,Aid

'in developing creative job placement announcements should be sought. At

times these committees are relatively inactive and need input 'as to what

is'doable and of value to the disabled. Business meetings are'an excel-

lent way of getting information to employers. They are usually looking

,f01- speakers and provide a captive audience of employers.. Practitioners in

placement, who belong to these organizations,.nave deMonstrated that the
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clcontacts made at these meetings reap inctease job opportunities for the

handicapped. The agency, if possible, should budget for membership in

these organizations for their placement specialists. Organizations such

as Chamber of.Commercg, Jaycees, Lions, Rotary, 16wanis will give a direct

communicati line to employers.

Fairs

Job fairs can.be tied to other promotional events like the National

\kmploy the Handicapped Week or Governor-Mayoral Committee conferences.

Business organizations reguAry have fairs to promote'business..

Different industries sponsor fairs for their-particular industry and an'

effort should be made to target activities to meet the needs of those

employers , i.e., at a, Food and Beverage Industry Fair the agency could

promote persons with skills in the food service area and the employer

services designed to meet that employer's needs that we could provide.
ANN,

Job ready clients might find part time work in the booths thus displaying

their skill to a wide audience.

,r*
Union trade fairs can be an excellent method of,promotion as well as

bridging the gap that has traditionally existed between vocational reha-

bilitation and unions. The addition of the employer makes this a very

benefiCial promotional activity. Human Resources Development.Institute

projects have participated in these activities and can lye a resource for

information on becoming involved in trade fairs sponsored by unions.

Another chapter in this book deals more in depth with labor unions.

Resource Material

Films, tape, and'materials are available through a variety of sources.

'The President's Committee in Washington, D.C., Human Resource Center in

New York, Clearinghouse 'in Oklahoma, and Oraile Library in Iowa sponsored
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by the National Job Placement Division. Resources are unlimited if you

check at your local libraries, consult with professional organizations,

government agencies, Human Resources Developmenstitute and Projects

With Industry staff. Innovation and creativeness are needed as this

is a'new and growing concept, for much can be achieved with a positive

approach such as the marketing approach.

AGENCY SUPPOftT AND COMMUNICATION

It is imperative to hive agency support to carry out the.marketing\

approach. This' should start at the management level and work down to

the various levels reaching the placement practitioners. It is impor-

tant that there be a commitment at all levels. Promotional activities

are broad in-scope and have sometinies been viewed in the past as not cost

effective or given low prioity. This is very evident in states that have

not given placement a priority ln the ppt. States that have developed

a progressive placement program will not have difficulty or may already

be attempting to develop a-strong promotional program. There is the need

for money to be budgeted for advertising.and promotional activities.

Sometimes there is the tendency to cut promotional costs when budgets are

minimal, however, it has been proven that increased promotional activity

will result in an increased demand for productS' and services.
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MARKETING STRATEGIES

PART II

CHANNEL STRATEGIES

The development of approaches that access the mifket
through various Conduits is an important marketing
strategy; This chapter divides these conduits in
three sections.; peer relationships, dfrect employer
contact and interest groups. There are specific
skills and techniques which can be used in each of
these areas and in the general channels strategy. It
is the intent of this chapter to provide specific
"how to" in using channel strategies. It must be re-.
alized that these strategies need to be modified to
meet the geographical and business and labor varia-

tyns in the area where they are being implemented.

PEER RELATIONSHIPS WITH BUSINESS AND LABOR

It is a factthat personal contact is the most effective way to com-

municate information about a product or service. Meeting the prospective
_

-------:
.

client, the business or labor,person on a peer level is the recommended

method. The following are some ways of establishing thgse contacts.

Memberships in Oeganizations

\
Each community has business, labor, service or other similar organ-

izations that are open to the rehabilitation professional to join. These

can include Rotary, Kiwanis, ChaMbers of Commerce, Private Industry Coun;

cils (PIC's), personnel, industrial, union councils professional disci-

pline-, among many. They usually meet monthly at lunch or in.the evening

alid can be a vehicle for informal contact or specific presentations as

well as a source of information regarding local economic trends. The

state gency will need to make the financial resources available to join

these groups. Business organizations also have internal committees dealing
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with personnel issues where'people from the community are asked to con-

tribute.'' Strategy'of knowing people in organizations will assist in in-
%

volvement on-these committees.

People from the business community should also be asked to join

organizations sUch as the local chapter of the National Rehabilitation

Association.

Interacting with the business community in this way iiill give you

contacts with various levels of management. It is important to be selec-

tive in joining those organizations that meet the marketing goals and

objectives.

It will be discovered that there are groups who meet frequently for

specific business purposes.' Their topics may include personnel, finance,

building operations, benefits. Business contacts already established

will lead to those meetings where presentations can be given about em-

ployment of people with disabilities.

Community Involvement and Board Memberships-

Agencies that assist in meeting community needs often attract bus-
.

iness and labor personnel to be members of their,board or committees.

The organization's purpose may be concerned with disability such as

United Cerebral Palsy, Easter Seal, etc., or.they may be more community

oriented such as hospitals, universities, United Wa,y,, Red Cross and

governmental committees. Joining these facilitates informal contacts.

with the employeror labor leadet ind-assists in the public relations pro-i

motion of the rehabilitation person anct purpose.

Advisory Committees

The vocational rehabilitation agency should have its own placeMent

advisory groups comprised of business and labor representatives from:the
ON.
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commanity. These people are-in constant touch, with the local economic

conditions and can assist you in determining job market trends, specific

needs of the market business organizational objectives (opening of new

plants, new products). They can also assist in realistic interview prac-

tices, job expectations, and generate support for hiring the disabled in

their organization.

These advisory committees should be led by the business or labor

people. They should select their own chairperson and most, if not all,

of the meetings should be held at their respective places of business.

This is also a way of developing entry into the marketplace.

While the issues that the group address may be initiated by you,

they will also determine needs that exist such as vocational training or

business education that they minwant to address arrd perhaps appoint

subcommittees. These issues will bring dbout further expansion of the

committee members.

Issues Effecting the, Disabled

The effects of Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act has

brought about increased awareness on the part of not only the person with

a disability but the community in general of issues such as employment

discrimination, accessible housing, transportation, resources for recre-

ation and socialization. To deal with-these concerns, organizations have

been formed such as Centers for Independent Living, advocacy groups and

others that ask,the busihess person to be involved. Focusing of these

issues in a cooperative effort with the disabled person and employer can

be an effective channel strategy. In essence, you are participating in.,

the process gf change not just promoting it. The business person's focus
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will lend itself to the economic issues and can facilitate further fi-

nancial incentives.

Employer Account Systems

Employer account systems-have been,used by the vocational rehabili-

tation community in several parts of the country to do the following:

- To provide a systematic approach to job placement, thus
avoiding duplication of efforts by vocational rehabili-
tation staff.

- To meet enployer needs quickly and effectively, thus im-
proving relationships between vocational rehabilitation
and eiployers.

- To acquire and record up-to-date information about the
local job market.

- To provide a broader base of job leads for disabled
clients.

- To make job leads moTe easily accessible to counselors
and job-ready clients.

- To increase the number of successful job placements.

Further, it was hoped that the Employer Account System would, by

ackiseving the objectives listed above, enhance voCational rehabil-
;

itation's image in the community and increase the agency's visibility.

(Tooman, 198.1). This systematic approach to contact ahd service provi-

...
sion with employers is a useful tool in implementing the channel strategy.

'Professional and Governmental Organizations

Organizations in both the rehabilitation community and in business

. and labor have special interests that are important to the marketing

strategy. These organizations include groups such as the Chambers of

Commerce, National Rehabilitation Association, labor unions, Industrial

Trade Associations as examples. On a state level, there are govenor's

councils on employment as well as various labor task forces which focus
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on your product. Placement of qualified.people with disabilities in

produCtive competitive employment is a key issue to these major private

and public associations. They also impart greatly on the,legislative

movement and the economic directions nationally. Active membership in

professional and governmental,organizations, communication with them

and understanding their special interests is an.important channel stra-

tegy.

DIRECT EMPLOYER CONTACT

Joiningorganizations or community involvement can facilitate peer

refationships and confidence within the employing community towards the

agency and its products. The ultimate "sale of the product," i.e., job

placement for a person with a disability, must be on the turf of the

employer. The channel strategies that can be used are discussed below.

.Preparation to Enter the Marketplace

One can look at this preparation to enter the marketplace in four

elements; style, terminology, timing and follow up.

Knowing the employer, business person, union leader on a peer level

and in their own environment has been indicated to be important. Your

styletof communication is afSo very important. Try to fit in to the

environment based on their style. This could include dress style, first

or last name usage, formality or informality of communication, appoint-

ments in person or by phone. When in their arena, as much as possible,

play by their rules. Research the organization in advance.

The terminology of the business person is different than the reha-

bilitation person. A client is an applicant, placement is employment,

profit centers replace cost centers. Specific industries have their
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terminology. By doing your homework and knowing the general and specific

terminology and using it will make dialogue easier.

Like all busy people, there are better times than others to talk to

an employer. .If it is a specific item such as marketing your product,

then it is best done by appointment during the day. Should jou want to

discuss an idea or proposal, lunch may be the best time. Depending upon

the organization, cocktail hour or dinner may be appropriate marketing

times. In addition, certain days of the week or parts of the month may

be more appropriate. This is all part of knowing the organization.

It is difficult tO know when you have marketed your product (I

made the sale). When the-emloyer begins to ask specific questions about

an applicant or service, stop marketing other "products." Focus in on

what the employer wants and finalize ;he order, Leave other potential

"products" to some other times. It is wise not to oversell. Give them

what they want that you have to offer.

. After you have marketed your product.your best strategy is a follows

up phone call. Offer to problem solve if necessary, to improve the pro-

uct, answer specific questions. Call before being calfed and let them

know you are there to help.

Projects With Industry are contracts or jointly financed cooperative

arrangements with employers and other organizations to establish projects

designed to prepare handicapped ind*viduals, especially severely handi-

.

capped individuals, for competitive employment. By interacting with the

local Projects With Industry (PWI) programs, this channel will establish

key business contracts, appropriate employer needs and a willing market-

place for your seniice. Marketing strategies, should involve cooperative

efforts with PWI.
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Barrier Removal

An effective strategy to assist the employer within their own facil-

ity in removing the barriers to employment effecting the mobility of

people with disabilities,including the visualTy handicapped and hearing

impaired. It is even more effective when you call upon people with var-

ious disabilities to assist in reviewing an employer's facility.

Together the rehabilitation professionaand prospective employer

make reasonable and cost effective modifications of its premises in order

to accommodate the person who is handicapped. Your tactic is to conduct

surveys, make reports, and consult on the implementation-of any changes

to be made, with an emphasis on cost effectiveness and productivity

which is the major concern of the employer.

Some barrier removal and modifications may not necessarily look to

be cost effective imotediately to the business person, especially if it

involves extensive modifications of the building including ramping, door

widening; etc. However, if your strategy ts to show the employer how

all employees can benefit from these changes by increased safety., less

energy expended using ramps,'increased productivity and tax deductions

then you will see a greater acceptance on the part of business.

The services you provide to the employer including job analysis, job

modification, lob restructuring, assisting 'in personnel department con-

cerns, specific employer training seminars and provision of written ma-

terial are also useful awhannel strategies.

Often you are more familiar than eMployers-regarding sources of ifunding

that may be available to them in the employment process. Tax incentives,

training, support, wage reimbursement are among the funding resources that

are available to employers abOut which they should be aware.

"#
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Your expertise makes yob a member-of the employers team.. The dis-

cussions will remove many of the myths and stereotypes about disability

.

and establish you as the expert while promoting good human relations on

a personal peer level.

It is helpful to know people at various levels in the marketplace.

When you arg.in a facility, even for a specific purpose, stop in and say

hello to your other key contacts. Always leave your card if they are

busy with a personal no+,e on the back, if appropriate. A

An important person to know for all your management contacts is the

secretary. This person can be certain your messages are received).phone

calls returned and projects given priority. So, be courteous (leave your

frustrations elsewhere), friendly, and learn their name.

All of these services provide direct employer contact. They are

valuable services to the employer and at the same time make you a valu-

able resource. At times, you become part of management, training, per-

soael, finance, building operations, and educating. The goal is to be

seen as a well regarded consultant.
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CHAkER V

LABOR AND THE

MARKETING CONCEPT

This' chapter speaks from an AFL-CIO perspective. r
However, the strategies suggested would be effective
with other unions or employee associations. A case
is made for% establishing communications with' la-
lion getting labor involved in the marketing pro-
gram; identifying key union people; involving labor
in design of training programs; and an understanding
of union operations and systems.

The local labor union is potentially one of the most influential

and supportive groups with which the vocational rehabilitation agency

will interact when utilizing the model to market its work-ready clients.

In order to communicate more effectively and productively, it.is neces-

sary that what unions are and how they operate is understood.

by definition, "organized labor" refers to workers who have com-

bined into.organizational units of one kind or another for the purpose

of improving their economic status. The "labor movement".connotes the

unifitd purpose, activities and aspirations of these workers.

Local labor unions vary in strength and authority, depending upon

the leadership, economic variable, and the political dynamics which are

operating in, and are unique to, specific regions. However, the organ-

izational structure, functions and formal operational procedures remain

consistently the same as all other local unions throughout the country.

UNION FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE

Graphically, the,organizational structure of the AFL-CIO is detailed

in Figure 1. A simplified structure delineating each governing body which

is'responsive to the membership (in that it is elected by the members) is
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STRUCTURAL ORGANIZATION
of the

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATI6NS

STAfF
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CiviLlUghts
Community Services
Data Proceising e
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Offic. of Housing and
Monetary Policy

Educatioi
Information
internatliiiol Affairs
Legislation
Ubrery
Occupational Safety

and Health
Organization and

Field Services
Political Education
Purchasing
Reproduction

and Mailings
Seciat Security

.4
4.-

NATIONAL CONVENTION

(Every 2 Years) ,

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President, Secretary4reasurer, 33 Vico-Presidents

I

Goorge Moony Cnter
for Labor Studies

TRADE ANIIi INDUSTRIAL
DEPARTMENTS

Wilding Trades
food i Beverage Trod*:
Industrial Union
Label Trod's
Mathias. Trades
Metal Trades
Professional Employees
Public Employee

OFFICERS

President and Secretary-Treasurer
Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

GENERAL WARD

Exocutivo Coundl . and
ono principal offker of
each national and in-
ternational union and
affiliated Depcirtment

i

Local Department
Councils

101
,NATIONAL AND

INTERNATIONAL UNIONS

1

1114
44,700 Local Unions of

National and International
Unions

STANDING COMMITTEES

Civil Rights
'Community Sorvices
Economic Policy
Education
Housing
Intornetional Affairs
Legislative
Organization ..

Political Education
Public 'Wagons
Resoarch

. Safoty end Occupa.
&nal Health

Serial Socurity

71 Local Unions Directly
Affiliated with AFL.CIO

1

Membership of the Ail..C10, January 1, 1982

15,000 000

low

STATE CENTRAL BODIES

in 50 States, Puerto Rico,
Panama and Guam

LOCAL CENTRAL BODIES

in 746 Communities
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.represented in Figure 2. In reviewing the structure, it should be.noted

that the AFL-CIO is a federation of autonomous union$ and.has no direct \

authority over thointernal affairs of any-of its member unions so long

as they do not impinge upon the jurisdiction of another affiliated union.

At the national level, the representatives of-international and na-
I

tional unions, which are affiliated with the AFL-CIO, represent their
.

local union's interest by assisting in the formulation of brbad policy .
.1,

whickcan affect all working men and women. It is 'the union of unions"

which "speaks as t e national voice of organized labor" (West Vi'rginia-

R&T, 1977). Itsi rimary functions,include: assisting unions in organi.:

zing workers; promoting favorable labor legislation; informing members of

political'issues and endorsing candidgtes for public office; fostering

union education;.and encoUraging the development of local ties with health-

and human service agencies through its Department of Community Service

Activities.
2

4

.r

Locally,the structureis referred to as the-City or Central Labor

0
Council or Body. ItIis_made up of representatives from local unions of

the natiorial or international unions which are affiliated at the national

level. The State Labor Council is then composed of representatives from

the City or Central Labor Council. When interactioNis initiated between

7
the local rehahilitation agency and the locdl 'union, it would be unusual

.

that involvement beyond the City or Central Labor,Council would occur.

tABOR AND THE DISABLED_

-Aside from maintaining the obVioUs responsibilities,of representing
r

/ its Member'ship in the workplace,. the American Labor Movementhas workedL.
s .

,,for decades to achieve improved services and benefits for all workers and

Oeir dependents, including thcZNI1111-dalcaps. recent years unions
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have become increasingly active in meeting certain socjal ser vice needs

of its members. Joyce Miller (1978), a National Vice-President of the

AFL-CIO states:

Some unions'have constructed professionally staffed and well
equipped health centers for members and their families. A-
mong these are centers which provide programs of physical
therapy, psychiatric evaluation and counseling, as well as
referral tocommunity vocational rehabilitation agencies. . .

The New York Central Labor Council, through its Community Ser-
vices Department, has for 10 years conducted a counseling and
referral service for disabled individuals. To date, this pro-
gram has served more than 10,000 handicapped persons and their
families.

The motqation of unions "to assume greater responsibility for its

members' 'welfare has evolved out of thedemocratic tradition inherent to

the unions' philosophy in the United States. It has been observed by

Tannenbaum (1962).that, "A union, by assuming responsibility for the wel-

fare of 'its members and acting as their agent, must of necessity be con-
.

cerned over every item that affects their fortunes." 'In light of current

legislation designed to protect and promote mployment opportunities for

e handicapped, unionists, llong with employers nd other groups, are

exploring new ways to proceed. The recent adoption of the following pol-

icy statement il-lustrates the AFL-CIO's concern (1978):

1. It is the policy of the American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations that every practical
means shall oe use& to insure equal opportunity in employ-
ment of all qualified handicapped workers--both mentally
and physically handicapped.

2. The Federation strives to inctease employment opportuni-
ties for the handicapped through collective bargaining
agreements and union-management cooperation.

.3. The use .of pre-employment phytical examinations for any
other purpose than to determine physical or mental alil-
ity for a suitable job is unsound.

4. The Federation seeks the extension of rehabilitation
4
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services thrOugh the expansion of existing facilities
and the creation of new facilities wherever needed.

5. The Federation strives to extend the. benefits of legis-
lation to all states and to improve the laws now enacted
in order to extend second injury protection (a) to a
wider range of disabilities and aggravation of exiSting
:disabilities, (b) to workers whose:disabilities were non-
compensation cases, (c) to veterans with service-incurred
disabilities.

6. The Federation recognized the wisdom of active participa-
tion in community programs for the handicapped and en-
courages its state and city central bodies to take an ac-
tive part in the state and local committees for the em-
ployment of the handicapped.

Such broad policy statements have inspired some local unioris to be-

gin exploring the development of programs for the disabled. Several 4re

primarily job-oriented. For example, the AFL-CIO's Human Resources De-

velopment Institute (HRDI) has expanded its job development and,job place-

ment services to,include the handicapped. In cities where the Central

Labor Body'has chosen to initiate the'program, a Handicapped Placement
t

Specialist who.has been trained to work with the Aisabled. They have a

background in the labor movement, and are officed in the Central.Labor

Council Building. The Handicapped Placement Specialist's function is ,to

serve as a liaison between labor, employment and rehabilation so that

employment for ths:disabled is promoted. Aere suth programs exist,

marked increases of disabled workers placed into union-affiliated employ-

ment has occurred. Since 'this accessing of union jobs to the disabled

population is a primary goal of the marketing program, diverse approaches

to meeting.this end must be pursued.

UNIONS AND THE MARKETING CONCEPT ,4

Communication is the essence'of the marketing program. An obvious

:Implication is thenleaningfut dialogue between the various pUblics. In
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creating a viable interaction between local lbor organizations and re-
,-

habilitation.agencies, the overall marketing model will of necessity

address some basic tenets of American Labor's philosophy. Like other

organizations, the local labor union observes certain elements of pro-

tocol, tradition', authority, and constraint. A valuable component con-

tributing to a successful marketing program will be local agencies per-

sonnel discerning and observing the-se elements, which are,unique to the

region in which the local union is situated.

An approbriate time for getting labor involved in the marketing pro-

gram is during the initial planning phase. Labor representation on a

planning committee can be a valuable resource in providing data regarding

-liocal labor Market trends, employment needs Of the community, training

needs, and apprenticeship prqgrams. Identification and selection of key

unionists to serve on planning committees will be essential,in eliciting

support for greater employment opportunities for the disabled. Invariably,

these n and women have been involved in the interworkings of their re-.

spect' e unions'over a long peribd of time. They are usually current or

past union office holders who have had the responsibility of representing

their membership at the local, state or national level. The dinamics of

their power and influence in the local labor movement is in direct pro-
,

portion to the strength of the membership who elect them,

In adflition to local union and central labor body officers, other

union affiliated personnel can be influential initiating communication

between labor and vocational rehabilitation. epresentatives of union
.fr

sponsored kbgrams, such as the Human Resource Development Institute and

the AFL-CIO Community Services Department can be instrumental in developing

4
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fruitful relationships. These representatives are closely ittuned`totZe

goals of the labor movement and have daily contactowith union representa-

tives. Due to the nature of their work, they often deal directly with

other community social service agencies, and they usually maintain a high

profile in the labor community by addressing the immediate needs of-union

and non-union people with problems. .Additionally, involveient of appren-

ticeship program directors and/or trainers in the initial planning phase

may be beneficial, especially where this relationship has already been es

tablished through past associations.
4

In communities where a vocational rehabilitiation agency and local

unions co-exist, it is indeed likely that some sort of working relation-

ship between the two has already been.developed. The nurturing and en-

hancement of this relationship could be a first step toward accomplishing

the marketing goal.' Careful evaluation of this existing relationship

shodld be weighed in terms,of past measurable results.

By involving labor in the marketing program it would seem logical

that the agency could draw upon labor as a resource. In.turn, the feasi-

bility of labor viewing clients as a valuable:resource for meeting man-

1,

poWer needskshould.be included in the comprehensive marketing plan. A

viable approach to achieve this end iequires a cooperatiye arrangement

whereby both parties become involved in the design of training programs

for disabled clients. By combining the expertise of the Department of

Labor's representative from the local Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train.-

ing (BAT), with apprenticeship directors and appropriate vocational reha-

bilitation personnel,-realistic training programs could be developed.

However, certian institutions unique to organized labor will warrant me-

ticulous observation and consideration. The issue't of "contact" and

92 88
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l'seniority" have often been cited as the elements negating handicapped

employment in the organized shop. In reality, they have been dealt with

ineffectively due to a lack of understanding by individuals who are un-

familiar with labor practices.

Several years ago (1977); the West Virginia Research and Training

Center researched the elements of "union contract" and "seniority" in an

attempt to enlighten rehabilitation personnel. Thisresearch reveals that

the contraCt is more than an agreement between the union and mangement.

They stated that:

The VR person must understand the central role of the union con-
tract. Looselydefined, it is the agreement negotiated with
matagement through collective bargaining, governing the rate of
compensationand all other terms and conditions of employment.

However, such a definition inadequately conveys the almost sac-
rosanct character of:the contract to organized labor. The
lion's share of any union's energy. . . is concerned with ne-
gotiating the contract and seeing that it is enforced. How-
ever, to appreciate the central role of "the contract" to labor,
the VR person is reminded of the following three points:

1. Every union official from shop steward on up is likely
to know the contract, chapter and verse, where the i's
are dotted and the t'.s are crossed. Such investmenttf energy to acquire intimate,'detailed knowledge of
the contract is indispensable if labor is to see that
.contract violations by management do not occur. In
other words; to see that the contract is complied
with.

2. How effective members see union leadership in nego-
tiating contracts will influence whether such leader-
ship continues in power.

3. The contract may also have a great deal of symbolic,
emotionally charged malue to labor. . . For example,
contracts typically contain sehiority system provi-
sions. In'fact, if there is anything in labor that
approaches the contract in its sacrosanctness, it is
the seniority system. One application of the senior-
ity system is its use to determine progression frow
entry level jobs (e.g., dock loader) on up tO better
,paying and perhaps physically less demanding jobs
(e.g,, dispatcher on a loading dock).
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It is possible that a disabled VR client may be qualified and
able to perform the higher-level jobs but unable to perform
entry-level jobs. -(It is.also possible to have the reverse-,
e:g., a person with mental retardation may be able to perform
job level A, but not job level .) If this person is not al:
ready a union member, his presentation for employment at the
higher-level job would require a by-passing of the seniority
system. This is a thorny issue and one not easily resolved.
Indeed, it may never-be resolved at the general principle
level. It may have to remain a case-by-case, individually
negotiated issue."

Our point here is to sensitize the VR person to labor's view-
point when placement ofVa disabled person butts up against a
contract provision. The VR person's skill at successfully
negotiating favorable outcomes for his tlient will depend on
a myriad of factors, some 41 which are:

1. Has the VR person shown an understanding of the un-
. ion's sproblems in this regard? References to con-

tract waivers that reflect ignorance of the signi-
ficance of what is bei,Qg asked likely will have neg-
ative consequences.

2. Has the VR agency developed a previous relationship
with.the union to promote an atmosphere of trust and

mutual self-interest? If this is the first contact
of VR with unions, or if previous contacts haye been
seen as negative, the chances of successful negotia-
tion are less. .

3. Has the VR representative sought alternative solutions
from labor and management? Or is.he/she in a position
to propose alternatives for consideration? For ex-

ample, on the seniority question, one.compromise might
be to hire a person in at the higher-level job (say
level B) but not permit him/her to begin to earn se-
niority until they have been in the job for a certain
amount of time, e.g., the average time workers typi-
cally spend in the level A job. 0

It should be noted that labor has begun tfrecognize its own rigid-

ity in adhereing to "hard and fast" guidelines, and more and more AFL-CIO

tontratts are including clauses which generally treat the subject of pro-

0

viding protection for the handicapped worker.

1
Editors Note: Commonly calle'd Red-Lining.
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In conclusion, the following should be observed by ekcational reha-

bilitation when initiating the marketing program to.make union employment

more accessible for.the handicapped:

1. Establish communication with 'labor.

2. Discern the unique features of the local labor movement.

3. Get labor invol;ied early in the marketing program.

4. Identify key unionists to serve on planning committees.

5. Build on existing relationships between vocational rehabilita-
tion and labor.

6. Involve labor representation in the design of new training
programs.

7. Acquire intensive understanding of bnion operations and
systems.

It is evident that vocational rehabilitation and /&bor.have a tre-

., mendous opportunity to influence positively the lives of Millions of dis-

ab eople in our country. By uniti forces,Tositive 'change can

occur. As the AFL-G6.(1980) Ilesstated:

The handicapped-can be helped;,but only with community under-
standing.and support. Trade unionists can do their share in
three ways:. 1) By recognizing the handicapped person's de-
sire to be independent, 2) By believing the handicapped person,
in 'most cases,'can,he.helped to achieve some measure of tnde-

. pendence, 3) By making sure the community has,the skilled pro-
fessional help and the.facilities required for comprehensive
rehabjlitation.

Finally, the measure'of success in utilizing the marketing model with

labor will ultimately depend upon the actors iffvolved. As Mentioned ear-
, .

lier, the unique dynamics of a particular locole will be.a determing fac-
'

tor. But,_quite obviously, labor policy has never before been in greater

favor with the objectives of vocational rehabilitation. As the late George

Meany:(AFL-CIO 1980)), once.'said, "We look won the disabled . . . just as

we look up9n any other groUp that suffers fromhprejudice . . . and
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inadequate oppbrtunity. We want to help them with their full status

as productive citizens."

p.

r
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. 'CHAPTER VI

IMPLICATIONS FOR

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCIES

This chapter will discuss in some detail the implica-
tions for vocational rehabilitation agencies of all
that has been written so far. Besides a discussion ef
why the marketing approach is important at this point
in their history, it discusses how the marketing ap-
proach affects both the rehabilitation agency and the
environment in which it exists. The implications for
state agencies in the area of policy (decision making),

program-development, training, agency organization and
staff assignments will be'summarized from the preceding
chapters. Finally, some sUggestions will be.made about
how a marketing plan might be developed by a state
agency.

IMPORTANCE OF THE MARKETING APPROACH TO

STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCIES

Marketindis not a new concept in the business world. Why then is

the rehabilitation world being taken by 'storm with this concept at this

point in,its hiftofy? The answers are not hard to find.

There is a,developing agreement that the private sector and indi-

viduals will be taking a much greater responsibility for social programs

and that federal involvement should be decreased. Whatever the merits

of this viewpoint, there has in fact, been a decrease in federal support

of social programs, including vocational rehabilitation. BOlh this fi-

nancial squeeze and the philosophy of greater involvement by the private

sector has caused state agencies to forge closer ties with thelksiness

and the eMployer community. Part of tne reason is, of course, survival.

The cost of inflation and fewer rehabilitation dollars, have made agencies

look for ways to make these dollars stretch. The agencies have a contin-

uing responsibility to find better ways of meeting thefr goals of.

101
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placing handicapped individuals in employment, Vocational rehabilitation

agencies can less and less afford poorly conceived vocational plans for

clients which prepare them for job markets that do not exist or.provide

them with skills that are not marketable. Only by'systematically build-

in links with the business community can vocational rehabilitation assure

7
a continuing supply of job openings, acquire the expertise to do good

planning with clients, and develop ways to share the burden of preparing

andmaintaining individuals with handicaps in the job market.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies around the country have had to

reduce their staffs with diminishing resources._ Many states that employ

job developers -or job placement personnel, have cut these positions first. .

Despite the fact that placement is their primary goal, rehabilitation

agencies cannot afford both counselors and placement officers. This puts

the burden of job development and job placement back on the counselors'

shoulders with ipe myriad other responsibilities their job contains.

Counselbri, especially when working with severely diiabled individ-

uals, spend a majority of their time with such things as diagnostics,

evaluation, plan deve)opment, counseling, obtaining.services, monitoring

progress and providing information and referral services, Despite the

best of intentions, it is difficult to fit job development arid placement.

into this schedule.

The literature in rehabilitation, thus far, has primirily discussed

0
how to improve the placement skills of counselors or the role and func-

tion of placement specialists.

Management has a primary responsibility for developing and imie-

menting the agencies marketing plan. The marketing approach advocates

that every individual in the agency has a responsiblity in the placement
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function. It is not just a counselor and district manager's responibiiity.

By involving all of the agency:s personffel resources in the effort,' place-

ment efforts'are enhanced and ease the burden on the counseld.w

GENERAL IMPACTS ON.STATE

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Client-Centered vs. 6;tomer-Centered Approach .r

By referring to the potential employer es the "customer," we have

in essence recognized the fact that the agency has two clients, 1) the

individual receiving vocational rehabilitation services and, 2) the em-

ployers who are "purchasing" vocational.rehabilitation products, job

ready people.
-

This dual viewpoint creates a dilemma for vocational rehabilitation

//agencies. The hallmark of.the vocational rehabilitation program has been

and continues to be the indiviilistic approach to service delivery. ;

When an agency develops a marketing plan, it, by necessity, must make

some decisions about what employment markets to'tap and what kind of

"products" it is going to "sell." If the)vocational rehabilitation client

is one of the "products," then agencies must begin to make some general

decisions about such things as the amount ang types.of training the agency

will commit itselt to and the kinds of clients it will determine feasible.

This is a very difficult area and could become the "Achilles Heel" for

the marketing approach unless each agency honestly deals with this issup.

The two approaches (client-centered vs. employer-centerk are not mu-,

tuatly exclusive, and both foci can be accommodated, and even enhanced,

in one comprehensive marketcng plan.

Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies and Their Organizational Environment

Some state,,agencies are allied with employment-related programs (Job'

103
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Services, Unemployment Insurance) 'such as occurs in umbrella organizations.

A marketing'plan might, in such instances, be developed as a joint en-

deavor. V tional rehabilitation agencies which are organizationally

linked with cial service agencies or are freestanding should develop

their own marketing plan. Vocational rehabilitation agencies which are

organizationally tied to education and vocational education are in a sit-

uation to develop yet again another type of marketing plan. In any case',

the marketing plan musiconsider the roles of all the other'agencies

which have responsibilities in the areas of employer relations, place-

ment and vocational preparation..

The Marketing Director

Policies that state the "placement has a central role" within an,

agency are not enough non is the mere existence of a marketing plan.

Evidence th4 this is,truly so only exists when the organizational struc-
s

ture reflects this concern.

414 Marketing directors must also be 'on a high enough organizational

level so that they are recognized as, and can in fact be, the agency's

representative to the highest levels of management in the business and

Corporate world. A representative without power within the orgahization

, being represented soon loses credibility.

Regional marketing directors with responsibilities much broader

than what aretraditionally given to placement specialists could also be

established. Such individuals can become the agenCy's representatives to

the local employing community and responsible to provide or coordinate a

host of services to the employers beyond the establishment of liaison

and/or jo accounts with employers and.assistance in theylacement process.
,
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Marketing staff not only need well-prepared vocational rehabilita-

tion clients to offer employers, they also peed to broailen their product

line with such things as rehabilitation engineering services, consbltant

. services, employee training pac ages, compliance checks, program develop-

rent services, tett construction and follow-along services for the

client. No company would dare rely solely on the sale of its primary
. .

product without considering and attempting to meet other customer needs .

which may arise and which support their.main "product line." In this

case job ready er6loyees.

GENERAL EFFECTS ON THE REHABILITATION tNVIRONMENT

The Marketing Approach and University Long-Tdrin Training_ Programs

Training of vocational rehabilitation.counselors iefuniversities tends

to be based on a therapeutic model or how to develop and maintain a help-

ing relationship to a client. Much emphasis is given to medical/psycho-
./

logical aspects of disability, medical terminology, psychology, counsel-

ing techntques, methods of evaluation, vocational evaluation and festing.

'These programs have also'begun to provide training in job.placement skills

and techniqugs. This is a goodtrend. However, this should be expanded

to include information alidut public relatlons, sa)esmanship and basic mar-

ketiing principles. It is suggested that supervisors, managers, training

officers, program develqpment personnel also avail themselves of such

training programs.

PLANNING IMPLICATIONS OF DOING

MARKET ANALYSIS/MARKET SEGMENTATION

Market analysis/segmentation addressds the.need to describe, analyze
-
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,

and segment the employment Market as a basis for developing and,waintaiaing

the success of the agency's marketing pran. There are important implica-

tions for vocatdonal rehabilitation agencies in several areas.

% Implications for Decision Making
4

Analyzing and segmenting the market are done lo make it possible to

)

target or focus services. Once an analysis is done, a vocational rehabil-

itation agency must look, at the data, study the marious strategies, and

begin making very deliberate decisions. The results of such an analysis

become part of the marketing plans. Agencies need to deCide systemiti-

cally such things as: which type of employer markets it Wants to target

.(e.g., primary labor market,secondary labor market, unions jobs), the
,

maximum levels of training it will sponsor and what effect this decision

has on the market, how much of the available resources will go to var-

ious targeted markets (e.g., number/percent of clients to be placed in

competitive employment versus sheltered and other noncompetitive occupa-
.

tions)iand what type(s) of Clients the agency will serYe to the extent

that this impacts on targeting and accessing certain employer markets.

Vocational rehabilitation agencies traditionally do very little.of

,thls type of planning and policy development.. The marketing model pro-
,

vides a rationale and a method for doing such planning in a systematic

and coherent fashion. This approach requires, a great degree of assess-

ment and honesty by.an agency's administration and may effect or impact

on an agency's order of selection. Nevertheless, in these difficult times,

staff need the support and guidance that such a plan can provide for their

own decisiOn making.

Impltcations for Program Developient

,Conducting proper market analyses and m'arket segmentation studies as
.
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a prelude to decision making requires data. Once a marketi4 plan is

implemented, agencies'need to monitor and evaluate pe results. In or-

der to do these things, vocational rehabilitation agencies need to:de-

-velop or enchance (either alone or with others) their information sys-

tems to meet these needs. The systems negd to be able to: ari31yze mar-

ket information in a way that is consistent With the marketing strategies

that have been adopted; provide information quickly and consistently;

communicate the information accurately and quickly t6 field-staff; be

)flexible and multifacted so that all important facets of labor market

analysis are reported,.e.g., current jobs, future jabs, turnover rates,

requirements for accessing the jobs; and contain a feedback lodp which

reports on vocational rehabilitation placements in the same way that the

'other data is collected and reported.

This is a tall order. Although many vocational rehabilitation agen-

cies do not have the capacity to collect and repdrt on this type of infor-

d
mation, many other state agencies such as State Occupational Information

Coordinating Committees, Vocational Education, Job Service,-Labor Coun-

cils, Councils of Government do. Close coordination and sharing. of such .

information between the agencies can go a long way in building an adequate

data base for implementingiiand monitoring a maketing plan.

It-is impossible to stress too much, however, the critical need to

have fast and accurate information. Casual information shared at staff

meetings between counselors is not sufficient. This type of information

is often tdb slow, imcOmplete and sometimes even inaccurate. The employ-

ment parilktishifts constantly, and haliing the edgebin terms of timing, is,

What makes the difference.

a
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Implications for Training

,A primary consideration, when developing a marketing strategy, is

the need for all staff to be thoroughly familiar with marketing concepts ,

and, market information so they can use this information to implemeut -

the agency's marketing plan. Active involvement of staff in a training

mode will allow individuals to draw out the implications of the infor-

matiOn themselves as it applies to Mir assignments.

In addition, training is also required to acquaint staff with how to

access available information. Stdff also need to know how to make this

information work for them, with their particular caseloads and assign-

ments. There needs to be discussion and training on how a marketing

plan and the data.to support it is used in casework and Individualized

Written Rehabilitation Plan development. All levels of staff within an

agency need to be involved in such training.

Organizational ImPlications

There are two types of organizational issues involved. The first

,deals with the assignment of jobs' and job duties within an agency. It

seems clear from the above that conducting market and market segmentation

analyses requires some reassignments orchange of duties for Management'

Information"System staff. Their job descriptions need to be broadened

to include more than the traditional functions of a Vocational Informa-

tioh.Agency Management Information System Unit.

The second organizational issue deals with the agency's .relafionship /A

to its environment. As has been mentioned, other agencies and organiza-

tions already collect and make available much of the data required. For-

malities need to be established and arrangements made to make this infor-

mation directly accessible to vocational rehakilitation staff: A whole
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4

range of mechanisms from cooperative agreements to agency recommenda-

tions maY be possible or necessary to accomplish the desired goals. In

any case, the relationships must be formalized to ensure an ongoing and/
continuing flow of Current information.

PLANNING IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING

AND JAPLEMENTING PRODUCT STRATEGIES

Product strategy deals with. what "products" to make available, what

the "products" which are being made available should look like, and then

how to sell that "produCt." Developing and implementing product strate-
.

gies have many implications for vocational rehabilitation agencies.

Implications for Decision Making

Earlier in this publication, the employer who hired vocational re-

habilitation clients was defined as the "customer." The vocational re-

habilitation client-has been described as the "primary product" agencies

have to offer their "customers." Besides the client, vocational rehabil-

itation agencies also offer-their customers Kith "services" such as "re-

cruitment" and "consultant services." The language one uses says much

about one's priorities, focus and philosophical framework. It shoUld not

be used lightly. Whether an agency has really adopted a marketing approach

will be evident in the language it uses in its written communications, pol-

.

icy manuals and even in the way it speaks. A Marketing approach is as

much a fundamental orientation, a way of looking at things, as it is a

4

techniqUe or a methodology.

One important way to implement a product strategy is to tke another
ee

look at the agency's entire compilation of service policies to see whether

the marketing orientation is adequately represented and whether the lan-
.

guage used reflects this orientation.
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Service policies need to begin reflecting a double focus. .They

should deal with the extent and type of services received by disabled

people, how they are to be proVided, and client rights vis-a-vis these

services. Service policies also-must deal with how the marketing plan

and the vagaries of the market impact on the planning for, the provision

of, and the rights of.clients to eaOservice.

These latter considerations not only affect policy manuals but also

contracting and purchasing priorities-. For example, decisions need to

be made as to how much of an agency's resources will go to support,re-

habilitation facility programs, which primarily train individuals for

the secondary labor market, and how much Of its resources should go to

vocational/technical Schools, colleges and universities, or on-the-job

training.

Agencies also need to decide an what other ancillary services Or

products they plan to provide to their customers. They need to decide

not only the ingredients of their "service.line," but also the amount of

agency resources to be,devoted to their development and provision. Cost/

benefit is a serioUs considepation in deciding to develop and provide

additional empjoyer services. The long-term benefits of developing re-44.

lationships and increasing its visibility, credibility and image with

the employer community are all *factors in the decision as to how exten-

sive the agency's prOduct line is to be. The ability to provide ancillary

services to an employer may not effect the number of client placements in

one year, but may well cause the employer to use vocational rehabilitation,

the next year and succeeding years. ImMediate results need to be measured'

against long-term gains:
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Organizational Implications

Since all levels of the organization are involved in "product de-

x;elopment,1' the job descriptions of many of the staff may need to be re-

written and/or new job descriptions created. For example:

- Training officers may need to become involved in developing
employer training packages, e.g., awareness training, orien-
tation packages.

Affirmative action officers may need to become directly in-
volved in providing technical assistance and other.support

-

services to employers.

- Rehabilitation engineers may need to have job analysisand
job restructuring for private employers added to their job
duties or the training of staff to do it.

- Program developers (field service staff) may need to begin
developing "troubled employee assistance," " job accounts,"
or other programs to be made available to employers.

Implications for Training

It is primarily the counselor's responsibility to assist in preparing

vocational rehabilitation's most important product, the client. The

agency's credibility and salability depend on hoW well the counselor per-

forms that task. Only when there is a "marketable" product have the coun-

selors fulfilled their responsibilities to both the client and the employ-

ess, This dual responsibility isnot a conflicting one, but mutually sup-
1.

portive. A counselor needs a lot of help in both understanding and meeting

both of these responsibilities at the-same time. Training in how to use

market information in plan development and how to match c1ients0:00ftires

with market needs is invaluable. Some training may also be necessary to

help the counselor examine their own needs as they relate to helping cli-

ents in a marketing environment.

In the day to day work with disabled individuals, it is easy to over-
-.

look the uniqueness:Of the vocational rehabilitatiOn'program. It is



uniyie in that it °tiers employers a well prepared individual with a

support system to pack them up. Most small employers have no screening

or testinp mechanisms or other ways to evaluate the person they are hiring.

When they.do hire an individual and there are problems, the usual so.lu- -

tion is to sever the relationship. Training can help vocational rehabil-

itation counselors build confidence in what they have to sell by showing

them the total range of services and Oroducts their agency makes available

to the employing community and 'how to use this information in a sales'

approach. It can also assist other staff to develop an identity with the

agency, its goals and iti products.

Training staff are also in a position to develop and offer services

directly to the employer. Training packages developed for the employer,

a resource library, lists of available movies, slide presentationsl. scrap-.-

books, are all valuable-services training staff can provide to counselors

and the employing community alike. This'is likely to be a whole new area

for most agencies' training staff. However, if vocitional rehabilitation
A

em-agencies really do have two clients, the handicapped person and the.

A

ployer, training units have to be responsible to the needs of both of

them and the,individuals who ierve them.

PLANNING IMPLICATION OF CHANNELS STRATEGY,

Implications for Decision Making

In developing a marketing plan-, vocational rehabilitation agency

management must give consideration to who is responsible to access what

segments'sof the population and in which manner. The chapter dealing with

channels stnaegy lists a great variety echannels. Without high-level

policy mandatn supporting and encouraging staff involvement in business
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and community organizations, memberships on boards, involvement in com-

munity issues and problems, communication with legislators, attendance

at meetings and conferences, relationships with Projects With Industry

and other organizations involved with placement, a marketing approach is

-seriously crippled and jeopardized. Staff need a clear mandate to be in-

volved in those activities and to know of any restrictions.that are im-

posed either by policy or law.

Implications for Program Development

. There are many different methods agencies employ for accessing the

market. Interagency agreements , cooperative agreements, participation

on advisory bodies are some of the ways.which might involve field ser-'

vices staff. Formalized relationships can beneficially be developed with

labor unions, apprenticeship councils, private industry councils, and any

other groups directly or indirectly involved in preparing for or hiring

individuals into employment.

Jmplications for Iraining.

An obvious item for training is the whole area of sales and sales-1

thanship, It has often liben noted that counselors do not know how to

apply their counseling and human relation skills when dealing with people

other than the client. Training can provide counselors and other pro-

fessionals with the confidence to use the skills they have in approaching

and dealing with the employer community.

Such training is useful in.areas other than in employer contacts.

Human reiation skills are important also when sitting on boards or ad-

visory committees. Trairinginpublic speaking can help give the coun-

selor the confidence to give talks to groups, e.g., service clubs and.

organizations.

10)6



Orgiinizational Implicat4ons

Just as all levels of staff must be involved in developing-A'pro

and service lines," the same is true fn marketing them. Assignments may

vary. Counselors or stipervisors might be asked,'s part of their assigned

0 duties, to participate.on advisory committees and boards; placement

specialists might participate with labor councils and personnel management

organizations, and, finally, administrators and management staffsmight par-

ticipate with legislators, labor and business leaders and,organizations.

Although assignments might vary considerably, it is clear that every member

in the organization has something to cdntribute.

CONCLUSION

Why-a Marketing. Plan?

Ape

A plan is "an orderly arrangement of parts of an overall design of Ob-

jective" (Webster). It denotes a systematically thought-out approach. .A '

written plan Orovides an orderly vehicle for translating these ideas and,

concepts.prepented into action. A basic requirement of a mareting concept

is that the entire approach is rationalized and-that all the individual el- -

ements are integrated into a total design. In this chapter, we have.drawn

out, in sOme detail, the implications of a marketing approach. The ramifi-

cations are many. Such an approach.can be implemented only by developing a

plan whichthoroughly explores all of thee ramifications and incorporates all

the 'necessary elements.

What does the Plan Conscst"of?

The essential ingredients of a marketing plan include (Note: This is

is not an outline of a marketing plan or the order in which it is devel-

oped): `./
- An'anlaysis of the market:
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- A description of the products and services the agefty plans tooffer. (It shouldjinclude specific infdrmation'about the types
of clients to receive services, the types of client training it

. wants to emphasize and ,develop, the types of employer services
it wants to develop and provide.)

- A descilption df what segments of the employer market it
wants to develop and specific methods for accessing these
submarkets.

- A description of roles and responsibilities of agency staff
vis-a-virs marketing.

--Aain-service training strategy.
AP.

- A deScription Of_and policies regarding direct and ildlrect
sales, i.e., staff dealing with employers, relationships with
labor, business and special interest groups, etc;

- A description.of the agency's overall public relations and
media effdrts to support the plan.

Who Develops it?

The marketing plan should be developed at,the hightest levels in

the organization. Most likely prOgram/policy development or planning

staff will coordinate this activity (under the dire;ction of the market,

ing director, when such a position exists).

:close coordination and partiC?Pation by, all

There must be, however,

the decision makers in the

organization. Counseling staff, lupervisors, placement specialists, in- /

formation specialists, managers, special program-coordinators, facility

and contract section manager , etc., should all feellnvolvement and pro-

vide input into,the plan Outside consultants fromAndustry or 'univer-

sities' schools ol, man gement may be available at little or no co0.

How is it Developed? -

There are many wAys of developing a market OW. Task forces,

Tranagement meetings, training and staff development sessions alT are ways

to accomplish the task. Whatever methods ai-e used, it is imperative

that staff at all levels have a deep sense of involvement and,commitment
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to a marketing approaCh in general and the marketing.plan which has been.
- ..

developed in particular. ,

.

..
.

There are bound to 6e wide variations between(states in how they

c-approacli the development of a marketing plan. It may-well'be that in
,.. - - .

large state§ with Many staff and a 'decentralized administration, regional
.. , i

marketing plans. might 6e-developed in lieu of a statewide one. SOme

agencies might elect to develop a formal-and'cletailed document while

others might sketch only an outline and providelthe necessary details

only t6 the staff involved. Regardless Of how it is done, the market-

in6 approach to.placement and specifically a marketing plan holds great

promise for'vocational rehabilitation agenctes in maximizing the effec-

tiveness'of the agency at a time Of diminishing resources.

. A well thought-out and well executed marketing plan will reap re-

wards far beyond obtaining successful closures. it will develop support

for vOcational rehabilitation within the private sector Were support is

so urgently needed; itwill benefit many disabled peesons who are not

agency clients, and finally, it will Signal to counselors that the agency

is sincere in its desire,for quality (competitive)glacements, and that

it is willing to support this effbrt at the'highest levels of administra-

tiOn.

1 16
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APPENDIX

The following job descriptions are provided to exemplify the ways a

marketing approach would be translated into dither existing or new job

descriptions. These are not intended to be complete. Every personnel

department has its own standards, procedures, protocals,(etc. These

descriptions are provided as suggestions for,further development: The

titles may or may not be appropriate or used as they are presented here.

Marketing.Director

Qualifications

Experienpe and/or trainin9 in public relations,.business
management, public administration,marketing, promotion,
sales, or related areas. Ability to work with 'people, to
establish and maintain effective relationships, to coordi-
nate, to facilitate interpersonal interaction.

Examples of Duties

Plans, coordihates, conducts, and-supervises a major mar-
keting and sales program for the vocational rehabilitation
services program;.coordinates the development of an agency
marketing plan; reviews all agency service policids to en-
sure conformance to plan; establishes and leads advisory
coMmittees and 'consumer groups involved in developing and
monitoring agency efforts.; promotes the marketing and'
placement of vocational rehabilitation clients; establishes
liaison with employers and employer groups; oversees and/or
advises the conduct of Market research; advises training
section on development of training pickages and services;
advises and'conducts train,ing to staff on sales technique's ,

'and.local marketing strategies; maintains contact with a
variety of news media to promote the employment of persons
with handicaps; represents.the agency on employment'aittn-
cils, personnel management groups, Governor's committees ,

on Employment of the Handicapped; supervises inmediate
office support staff.

NOTE: On the regional level, these job duties would most
likely be combined with'other assivnments and responsibili-
ties. Very_likelyagencies will inciude the "Example of
Duty" statements into the existing job description of the
regional or district manager with the necessary modifications-.

.1.0
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*Training Director

Egamples of Added Duties

In addition to traditional responsibilities,. the Training
Director is responsible for: development of training pack-

ages for employers in the areas of Affirmative Action, Bar-

rier Removal, Attitudinal Change, basic knowledge about
disability, supertiising individuals with disabilities, co-
worker training, etc.; developing and proviaing training '

programs to employers or their employees; development of

promotional materials; membership in management training
organizations to represent the concerns of persons with
disabilities and the vocational rehabilitation agency, and
other related.duties.

Management Information System Director/Supervisor

ExamVe of Duties

In addition to'traditional responsibilities, the Manage-
ment Information System Director is responsible for: de-

velopment of links.with existing employment information
networks; development of management information systems to
communicate employment information to vocational rehabili-
tation staff,9n a timely basis (dafly, weekly or, prefer-

- ably, on demand through on-line terminals); analysis and
'reporting on employment trends generally and of vocational,

rehabilitation clients, specifically; development and/or
expansi9n of existing client data reports to permit moni-

toring and evaluating the success (or non-success) of the

marketing plan; attendance and participation in other organ-
iptions and groups involved in employment information net-
working; attbndance and partictpation in marketing research
organizatfons and groups, including university and university-

affiliated business research departments.

Vocational Rehabilitation Supervisor

'Example of Duties

In addition to the 'traditional responsibilities, the vo-
cational rehabilitation supervisor is responsible for
assisting in carrying out the marketing-plan as follows:
be a liaison with local employer community; provide
entationsfto vocational rehabilitation at employer and

business organization meetings;,join and attend local bus-

iness organizations; facilitate communication between coun-

selor and job placement specialist when:the agency employS

both; provide technical assistance and training to staff on

meaning, intent and application of the agency's marketing.

plan.
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The American Statittics Index (ASO Ls
usid to identify, evaluate, and obtain
information Contained in the myriad sta-
tistical publications of more :than 500
sources wfthin the Federal Government.

Flire7.;---..1;
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This research tool is published In two
parts: Index and Abstracts. A clothbound
"base edition" provides selective cover-
age of publications from the early 1960s
through Jan. 1974. Comprehensive ASI
Annual Supplements, also clothbound, pro-
vide cumblative coverage of each subse-
quent year. Monthly updates, to be used in
combination with the most recent Annual,
are issued in paperbound form, and every
third monthly Index is also a quarterly
cumulation.

nendix A
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The Index
The indei part actually contains a variety of
separate indexes, includng:

Index by Subjects and Names
(See sample at left) Most searches begin
in this main section. It indexes the full
range of subjects given significant treat-
ment in A publication, plus the names of
places, agencies, corporations, individuals,
etc. Incorporated are: (A) terms, either
subjects or names; (B) notations of con-
tent, briefly characterizing material in-
dexed to a term; (C) accession numbers,
for reference to the abstracts of particular
)ulbditications and to the ASI microfiche re-

of those publications; and (0)
crossreferences (see and see also) to re-
lated index terms.

Index by Categories. -
(See sample, reverse side.) Use thiOndex
when you seek comparative data in eco-
nomic, demographic, and/ orogeographic
breakdowns, or when you Aek isolated
data that is likely to be grouped in such a
comparison. For example. "Which states
have the highest fuel bills per household?"
or, "whe is the average fuel bill per house-
hold in New Jersey?" First look under an
appropriate category, e.g., BY STAT& and
then under an appropriate subject heading,
e.g., Prices and Cost of Living.

Supplementary Indexes
These provide direct access to abstracts
through knowledge of a publication's title
or an agency report number.

(See sample at left.) Publication abstracts
provide: full bibliographic data; adoscrip-
tion of the publidation's subject matter and
purposb; and.an %Aline of specific con-
tents (e.g., tables, articles, etc.), with refer-
ences to specific page ranges.

NOTE ON PERIODICAL COVERAGE: The ASI
Annual fully Abstracts and indexes each periodi-
cal. The AS! monthly isstres do not repeat this
coverage. Instead, they index and abstract each
entirely new periodical, and only the new arti-
cles, special tables, and format changes of
established periodicals. When periodicals are
involved in your rasearch, use both the current
monthlies and the preivious year's annual.

Using AS1 is a
4-step prece *

1...Search the,indeic t entify
publications of in rest

2. Not:the acce Ion numbers
of relevant ab racts

3. Locate and r law the
abstracts to valuate tnk
cont hts of p blicationawr

4. Obta publl. tions for
compute reference s,,

'94/Sample Search, reverse side.

Continued:



Continued from reverse side:

ASI Seaich Guide :

I I

itep 1. Search the Index

Using the Index by Subjects and Names,
the search might logically be pursued in
this manner:

Step 2. Note the accession number
The relevant index entry cites accession

-

. - .
-

number 7188-21, which refers to a publi-
cation's abstract
NOTE: This sample search was conducted in the
quarterly Index cumulation 10 - 12, covering
October - December 1977. The "boldface" nu-
meral 11, in parentheses preceding the acces-
sion number, directs you to the app7opriate
monthly Abstracts issue, number 11..

Step 3. Locate and review the
abstract

A review of the abstract shows that the
publication probably will provide useful in-
formation, and thus warrants examination.

Step 4. Obtal6 the publication

Using data in the bibliographic portion of
the abstract (see annotated sample, re-
verse side), you can locate the publication
in the hardcopy or microform collection of,
your library: obtain it in hardcopy from the
issuing agency or the GPO, if available: or,
purchase its microfiche reproduction from
the publisher of ASI.

Sample Category Search
QUESTION What segment of the total U S work force is comprised

of married, college educated women')

Step 1. Search the Index 4-

Because the question calls for data broken
down by specific demographic characteris-
tics, the search begins in the Index by
Categories:

rrrrn
a===.1-=

. ,r

characteristics

NOTE: A list of 21 categories and 19 subject
headings precedes the Index. In the above sam-
ple, other demographic categories that might
bave been checked, with equal results, were By
Educational Attainment and By Marital Status.

-Step 2. Note the accession number

This sample cites number 8746-1.193.

Step 3. Locate and review the
abstract

Under the number 8748-1, a main abstract
for a series of publications is found. The
decimal number (.193) refers to an analytic
abstract for an individual and specifically
relevant report within this series.

Step 4. Obtain the publication

The abstractcontains bibliographic data for
use in obtaining tho publication.

For more detailed information on how to
use the American Statistics Index and
Abstracts, refer to the "User Guide" in the
most recent ASI Annual, or consult your
librarian.

Congrosslonal Information SorvIcb; Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 900

Washington, D.C. 20014

122 -
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Appendix B

Notes on Current LajIor Statistics

Schedule of release dates for major BLS statistical series

Employment data from household survey. Definition and notes

74

74

75
1. Employment status of noninstitutional population, selected years, 1950-74 75
2. Employment status by age, sex, and color, seasonally adjusted 76
3. Selected employment indicators, seasonally adjusted 77
4. Selected unemployment indicators, seasonally adjusted 78
5. Unemployment rates, by age and sex, seasonally adjusted 79
6. Unemployed persons, by reason for unemployment, seasonally adjusted 79
7. Duration of unemployment. seasonally adjusted 79

Employment, hours, and earnings data from establishment survey. Definitions and notes 80
8. Employment by industry, 1947-74 81
9. Employment by State 81

10. Employment by industry division and major manufacturing group 82
11. Employment by industry division and major manufacturing group, seasonally adjusted 83
12. Labor tUrnover rates in manufacturing, 1972 to date 84
13. Labor turnover rates in manufacturing, by major industry group 84

Hours and earnings, by industry division, 1947-74 85_14.
15, Weekly hours, by industry division and major manufacturing group 86
16- Weekly hours, by industry division and major manufacturing group. seasonally adjusted 87
17. Hourly earnings, by'industry division and major manufacturing group 88
18. Hourly Earnings Index, by industry division 88
19. Weekly earnings, by industry division and major manufacturing grotip 89
20. Gross and spendable weekly earnings in current and 1967 dollars, 1960 to date 90

Unemployment inturance data. ,De initions and notes 91
21. Unemployment insuran d employment service operations 91

Price data. Definitions and notes 92
-.22. Consumer and Wholesale Price Indexes, 1951-74 93
23. Consumer Price Index, U.S. city average, general summary and selected items 93
24. Consumer Price Index, by population size and by region 99
25. Consumer Price Index, selected areas - 100
26. -Wholesale Price Index, by group and subgroup of commodities 101
27. Wholesale Price Index, for special commodity groupings 103
28. Wholesale Price Index, bY durability of product i 103
.29. Wholesale Price Index, by stage of processing 164
30. Price indexes -for the output of selected SIC induStries -.- 105

Productivity data. Definitions and notes 107
31. Indexes of output per man-hour and related data, 1950:74 107

-32. Annual percent change in output per man-iiourand related data, 1964-74 108
33. Indexes of output per man-hodr, hourItcompensation, and unit labor costs 108
34._ Percent change in output per man-hour. hodrly compensation, and labor costs .." 109,

Labor-management data. Definitions and notes 110
35, Wage and 6enefit settlements in .major collective bargaining units . 110
36. Effective wage rate adjustments going into effect in major collective bargaining units 111
37. Work stoppages, 1946 tcf .date - 111

125.
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APPENDIX .0

EMPLOYER ACCOUNT SYSTEMS '

In the fall of-1980, an Employer Accont System (E.A.S.), also known as
the Consumer Match System, was planned and implemented in the Des Moines
area. The system was designed to serve Vocational Rehabilitation staff
and clients as well as local employers. The specific objectiVes.of the
E.A.S. were these:

- to.provide a systematic approach to job placeinent,thus
avoiding duplication of efforts by VR staff;

- to meet employer needs more quickly and effectively, thus
improving relationships between VR and employers;

- to-acquire end record up-to-date information about the
local job market;

- to gather and disseminate accurate job forecasting infor-
mation;

- to providea broader base of job leads' for disabled
clients; .

- to make job leads more easily aecessible to counselors
and job-ready clients; and

- to increase the number of successful job placements.

Further, it was hoped that'the E.A.S. would; by acbjeving the objective
listed above, enhance VR's image in the community and increase the
agency's visibility.

Prior to the implementation of the E.A.S., much planning took place.
During the planning stage*, a'teamCcomprised of two counselors, known
hereafter as Employer Account Representatives, and a supervisor per-
formed the following activities:

1. Assessed the'needs of both local employers and the
agency.

2. Designed the forms and other materials to be used in .

tye system,

3. Selected employers for the program.

After the initial,planning had been completed, the teaM began imple-
menting the system by:

1. Contacting the:"targeted".employers.

lls
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2. Maintaining the accounts established with employers.

3. Sharing employnent informatiOn with-VR Staff and
clients.

4. Establishini.and coordinating other -plaCement
'Activities to support the E.A.S.

.

The folloWing information describes-the process used in setting up and.%
maintaining the Employer Account System in the Des Moines,area. This
infOrmation.is meant &serve as a model which VR staff in other Areas

--of Iowa can imitate or modify if ther-Esire to establiih a local E.A.S.
Any p)acement system that is developed must be tailored to local needs
and local resources:

,

I. Developing the System

In setting up the Employer Account System, the first step consisted
,.of developing forms for recOrding information. (There forms can be

easily modified to fit the needs of areas outside Des Moines.)

Very briefly, the forms that were developed include:

1. A "personal data sheet."

When a client is considered job-ready-(this decision is made
by the referring counselor), the counselor and client cm-

: plete a "personal data sheet."
r-

The personal data sheet is similar to e'resume; its basic
functions are: to identify the client, fo state the client%
vocational.goal(s), and to describe the client's qualifica-
tions for employment.-

If the personal data sheet is to be'effeCiive in "selling"
the client to prospective employers, it must be descriptive,
informative, and concise. _To achieve these qualities, the
personaT'datta sheeTWOlild be composed jointly-by the coun-
selor and the client. The counselor should act as a resource
person, informing the client of the purpose of the personal
data sheet, helping the clientsort out material, and assist-
ing the client in arranging the material into an effective
format. The client should be involved in the process of
developing the personal datetheet because he/she is most
knowledgeable about his/her skills, abilities, interests,

'work experience, educational background, etc. Also, by par-
ticipating in the development of the personal data sheet,'

. the client will know, firsthand, whatinformation is being
sent-to prpspective employers.. In the process of creatinga

the personal data sheet, the clfent wip also learn more
about employers' expectations and may, in the final analysis,

enhance his/her job seeking skills.
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Once the perional data sheet has.beeri aompleted, it cat be
used in a variety of ways by the client, the counselor, and
the Employer Account Representatives. However, its primary
function is to create interest in the client and to obtain
an employment interview, if possible.'

The need fOr personal data sheets was leaxned quickly. Em-
ployers began requeiting them. Many of these employers re-
fused to schedule personal interviews until they had recieyed
and reviewed the personal data.sheets.

It became apparent that employers use the personal data sheets
as screening devices to narrow the field of job applicants,
Those clients who did not have a personal data sheet were
thus at a disadvantage. Therefore, in order to provide equal
opportunity to all job-ready clients, a personal data sheet
is required before clientsbecomes eligible for services
through the E.A.S.

2. ,A "client profile card."

Once a personal data shee has.been completed indicating that
the client is job-ready, the counselor gives a copy of the
perspnal data sheet to a secretary. The secretary, in turn,
transfers the appropriate details from the personal data sheet
to the "client profile card." When completed, the card is
filed, according to the D.O.T. number of the job goal sought
by the client, in a Kardex.drawer. (The drawers are labeled'
"Job-Ready C3ients" followed by a D.O.T. number.) Thus,
when a job order comes in, it is easy to locate clients with
that specified job goal.

3. A' "job order card."

A "job order/card" is completed each time a job is listed with
the Employer Account System. The card is filled out by the
Employer Account Representative,who serves the employer with the
opening: .These.cards, too, affi'filed in a Kardex drawer
according to the D.O.T. number:of the job. (To facilitate
job matching the job'order prds are placed in one Kardex

,

drawer followed iMmediatelyby a drawer of job-ready client
cards with the same D.O.T. number.)

Employer Account_Representatives cannot maintain formal con-
. tact with all local employers (unleSA,the community is ex-

tremely small. Therefore, they must elicit support from
caseload-carrying counselors who, though not directly re-'
sponsible for developing or maintaining employer accounts
are frequently in the community doing job .&velopment for
their clients. Counselors who learn about jobs which cannot
be fill td by their cltents should be encouraged to list these
jobs th ough the E.A.S. so that'other counselors and clients
have ac ess to them; (Under the present system in Des Moines.,

;
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the job order ar s are color-coded for statistical purposes.
.If the job l' ting comes.-from an employer who is.formally
participattn in the E.A,S., the job information is written
on a white ard; if the listing comes from an employer who is
not offi ally active in the E.A.S., the infOrmation is re-
corded a blue dard.)

It us important to realize that placing a job order card in.
the Kardex drawer is not sufficient. The card must be stud-
ied and appropriate action taken on a timely basis. Vacan-
cies are often filled on the same day they are listed. Case-
load-carrying counselors are responsible-for.checking the
job order cards on a daily basis. In addition, the Employer
Account Representative must review the job-ready client
cards each time a job order comes in to determine if there
are any clients seeking that type of work. If a match
occurs, the referring counselor should be notified as soon
as possible so that the client can be considered for the
position.

When a employer hires a VR client through the E.A.S., the
job order card and the job7ready client card can be stapled
together and-filed.for'record-keeping purposes.

4. An "employer profile" for each participating employer.

A file Of information is obtained about each employer who
agrees to participate in the Employer Account System. Each
file fs divi,pled into four sections with these headings:

EMPLOYER/EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION, JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND JOB
ANALYSES, ACCESSIBILITY SURVEYS, and COMPANY LITERATURE.

The Employer Account Representative who is handling the '
account is responsible for compiling the data for the,file
and keeping it up-to-date. The "employer profiles" dre
kept in a file cabinet adjacent of the Kardex file and vie
available for use by VR counselors and clients.

. ;

II; -Targeting Employers

Early in the developMent of the E.A.S., the Employer Account Repre-
sentatives and their supervisor attempted to determine which local
employers should be invited to participate, on a formal basis, in
the E.A.S. This determination was made.by evaluating the agency's
needs in the Des Moines area and by assessing the employment oppor-,
tunities within local businesses and industries.

By studying computer printouts of Des Moines area clients in Statuses
14 and 20, the team.discovered that the majority of clients were
seeking jobs in the clerical and-service occupation's. Therefore, the
first eMployts targeted were those with 3obs in these two categories.
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A second slep taken in tprgeting employers was e review of Statu's 26closures from the_previotis twa years to learn which employers hadhired VR clients.- These employers, because of their experience,withVR, were given priority, on the targeted list.

Finally, since large employers (thofe with 100 or more employees)have more frequent jab listings, precedence was.given to large\ em-ployers... The Chamer of Commerce's Greater Des Moines Area Major
Employers Listing was examined in an effort to the Size of the com-.pany, some consideration was also given to the type of company (man-ufacturing, insurance, etc.) and its 10-dation.

While weighing all of these factors -- the job gbals of clients, em-r
sployers who had previously hired VR clients, and the size of the em-ployer -- each Employer Account Representative $elected ten employersto approach regarding the E.A.S. Only after these ten liaTheenficiently developed were other employers (usually aboutifive at atime) a.dded to.the "targeted" list.

As stated earlier, priority was given to large:employers; however, ,smaller companies have also been approached, usually on, an informalbasis, for job develoPmekt for speCific job-ready clients. Several
placements have been 'Made -wi th smaller companies..

During the process of targetinb employer's, Employer Account Repre-
sentatives occasionally question the value of pursuing4-formal
relationship with.a given, company'. If the eccount representative
has such reservations, he/she may Wish to complete a telephone sur-vey before taking any other action.' If the information gained duringthe telephone survey establishes that de employer is experiencingstrikes, massive layoffs, or disrupti ve %reorganization, the accoant:,

- 'representative may decide not to -proceed with "a fortnal account. On'the other hand, if the rIKone thirverconvinbes th,e account rep-resentative that.the ftc tint would be beneficial; he/she`may contact-.the employer in person and attempt to set up a formal accoUnt. :

Anyone who is interested in establistiing an E.A.S. should allow a min-imum of two weeks to select the first list of targeted employers. Ittakes that much time to gather and analyze data about local employers.
"Account

representatives should not begin contacting employers untilthey have developed' the materials they plan to use and have syste-matically targeted employers who can help the' agency Meet its needsth
III. 'Contacting 4'Targeted" Employers

Because the E.A.S'. was designed to benefit employers as well as voca-tional rehabtlitation, the employers' needs Were assessed prior to thefirst contact. After determining the needs of lo,cal employers, the.
Employer Account team ascertained' which needs could'be satisified by .services ftom vocational-rehabilitation.

, Following is the list of ser-vices offered to employers; each of. the'sé services tan be realisticallyprovided by the agency. .
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a.

. -__-

=..asseSsmerit. of employment peeds
, "..,affirmatiVe:aCtiOn atsistance ,

..

acceSSibirity'survey(s)
= 4013--1.analAts. r' . ..-...
-job restr'utturing. and job modification. . _

.,-, on-therjob. eValuation- --:., ,
=.on-the-joli-training ,

,

- Tartete4 iI.94.Tax Credit,(for;hiring the -disabled)
- assistance twith Workers' .compensation cases

interpritation,of and atsistance mith.second irijory Clauses
- coordinatibn :of. meeting s. among labor,. Management, and VR
- presentation, bf awareness Seminars..for coippany employees

. :..follOw-up atter-placement . .

. ,
It is'Amperati.ve that VR he able to Provide the Sevices it offers to
enployers.' No service should be offered unless it can be implemented
on !the local level. ..; ,.'

. - . ,..-
After the Employer Account Representatives had decided which services
(incentives) they could realistically offer to employers, they began
contacting the targeted 'Wployers. The'.pLirpose of thd first call was
to describe (briefly),the,Employer Account System and to schedule an

. appointment to meet with the empl9yer, face tO face, to.ediscuss the
employer's. needi -as well as the agency's needs.

In schedutlin #intments with employkrs, the account represerita-
tiveslearne to Attempt too much in one day.' One appointment

'..in...the mornin nd one in the. afternoon is workable. This allows
'time: in the office: fbr recording information in 'the employer profile
and for sharing employment information with field counselors.

Thoughthere i's much controversy regarding which level of Management
to-approach first, the Employer Account Representatives usually met
with personnel staff. (Occasionally, however, an interview with top
management was arranged either.before or after a meeting with per-

.. sonnel.) If the contact person in the personnel bffice did not have
deci-si on-making powers, he/she often took information regarding the
'E.A.S. to a higher level, for consideration; (If it can be arranged,
the account representative should assume this responsibility. An

-'endorsement from top management is most desirable if it can be- ob-
tained.1

'After an appointment has been scheduled over the telephone, the
aecount repretentative -followed up-with a letter to-the employer'
verifyinq the time of the appointment and enclosing a, flier listing
the services that would be offered by YR. (See above list.) F'or
the sake of uniformity ahd ease of identification, all correspondence
regarding the Employer Account System is printed on goldenrod-colored
paper. .

a The first visit to the employer can unfOld ui a 'number of ways. .0f
Course, the primary objective of this meeting is to sell the employer.

the,E.A.S. Therefóre, marketing technicilleS must be used and in-
centives provided.
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During the.first visit to the employer, the Employer Account Repre-
sentative attempts to accomplish four things:

I. -Wain, in detail, the services VR can provide if the ern-,
ployei. agrees to participate in the system. (Every effort
should be made to use the employer's language rather than
agency jargon.)

2. Complete-the "Employer Information" survey. When completed,
this survey is filed in the'first section of the employer
profile which was described earlier.

A.)
3. Reschedule an appdintment to tour the facility or performca

job analysis or provide,some other service requifted-by the,
employer.

4. Leave with the employer a packet.of materials to review1

prior to the next.meeting. (This packet of materials should
be tailored to meet the needs of the community. In Des
Moines, the packet of materials (placed in a maniTA file
folder with a RESB label) includes:

a. Printed broChures: '

'- "Iowa Vocational Rehabilitation Concerned With
Your Employment,Needs" (yR publication)

- "Handicapped--And Want A Job?" (VR publication)
"Affirmative Action for Disabled PdOple, a
Pocket Guide on Sectihs 503.and 504 of the Re-
habilitation Act of 1973" (obtained from the
Governor/s Committee for Employment of the Handi-
capped)

- "Workers' Compensation, Questions and Answers,"
with infórmation on the Second.Injury Clause
(obtained from the Industrial Commi§Sioner's
Off.ice)

- the jacket for the TJTC voucher (obtained from Job
Service Of Iowa)

b. Typed sheets,with information regarding:

- the Targeted Job Tax Credit

- facts about insurance costs and employment of the
disabled

- accessibility

- tax credits for remoVal of.architectural and trans-
portation barriers

*.c. The business card Of the account representattve,-

Oftentimes, the employer can make a Adecision about partici-
pating in the E.A.S; during Op first meeting. The account
representative should assist the employer, insofar as possible,

N. ,
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in making this decision.. 'Perhaps the, account representative; after
touring the site and assessing the employMent opportunitieS,. does'not

.feel it wotild be advantageous. to establish an account.- These im-
pressions should be discussed-with the -employer and a iutual deci- '

sion made. On the other hand, ff the account seems desirafile, it
should be pursued diligently.

-

As. mentioned earlier, the account representative attempts to complete
four activities during the first meeting. However, other issues may
Come up during 'the interview. The account represtntatives must be
prepared t6 deal with these issues. Perhaps .the m3st frequently
encountered-situation is that of an employer who has 'several questions
or concerns about the hiring of disabled applicants. The concerns
raised most, often include these: insurance costs, productivity,"
accessibi 1 ity, transportation ,, unions , safety, attendance, :''reawn-
able accomodation," promoiability, and follow-up. In addition;Nome
employers are concerned that if they agree to participate, they win
be flooded with applicants from VR. Though it iS difficult to re-
spond to some of these issues until there is a specific job listing
and specific clients who qualify for the job, the account represen-
tative must answer the challenge using previous agency experiences
as much. as possible.

"We're npt hiring at this time."

"A person with an emotional iiitability just wouldiet be able
able to work for this company."

"I'm. fed up with 'speci'al interest' groups. They haraSsMe
continuously with requests for their clients."

"Hey,. I'Ve had some experience with VR clienrs. It didn't
work out. I'm not about to be burned again." ..

"I'd be afraid to hire anyone who is deaf or bl*nd or mobility-
impaired. What would happen to them in case of a,fire or a
'tornado?",

"It's a buyer's market now. For every opening, I get numerous
applicants. Why should I hire a disabled person when there are
several qpalified, non-impaired candidates to choose from?"

'Maintaining EniplriYer Accounts'

Once an accdunt With an employer has been established; it must be
maintained. Frequent contact with :be- employer.is eisential. flow-
ever, .i:e is unrealistic to expect the employer to spend too much time
on. account-related isSues: Therefore, the .Employer.Account Represen-
tativé, must take,the initiative and mast make accdtmodatións, insofar
as' posgible, for the: employer. In order to Meet the employer's ex-
pectations? and preferences, the ,account representative must find out,
early on, what:these expectations are. AS the' accoUnt continues to
develop, the'employer's expectations of VR may change; again,. the
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account representative must be aware of these changes--in attitude,
in practice, in company policy, etc.--in order to maintain an effective
relationship with the eMployer.

To sustain-contact with the employer, the accountipanager may engagele,
in a vartety of activities, such as:

._

- returning to tour the company facilities;
- surveying the building(s).for accesitbiltiy;
- evaluating a iork station; and

- performing a job analysis or several job analyses. '(The pur-
pose of the job analysis is to gain firsthand information
'bout a specifiejob.mithin the company./ The job analysis re-
quires observation and also an interview with an employee who
is doing that job. The account representative looks closely
at the job to learn the specific job daties, the tools and
equipment used, the degree of responsibility, the amount and
type 'of supervision received, the amount of stress, and the
physical requirements.)

Other activities that the Employer Account Representative may per-
form in an effort to retain frequent contact with the employer in-,

tlude:

1. Making weekly phone calls to obtain job leads and to ver0y
previous listings.(some-employers may take the initiative
to call in,or send job listinv-but most Will not do this).

2. Callirig the employer, after he/she has listed a jo6 order,
to inforM him/her if'there are any job-ready clients who

'are qualified for the position.

,3. Sending-written communidation, showing recognition and ap-
preciation for the employer's special efforts in recruiting
and promoting disabled workers.

4. Sponsoring seminars for employers and VR staff to exchange
information, obtain feedback regarding the E.A.S., etc;the
seminar is a good opportunity to ask employers to share in-
formation with each other and with VR staff about specific
issues, slich as:.

- how should VR represent clients with,interrupted
work histories or with marginal skills;

- what arethe best incentives for hiring disabled
workers; ,

- what 1..e employers'Areatest concerns regarding work-
f ing with,the agency and with disabled,clients;

.

- what difficulties, ifiny, have they encountered,with
union shops when they suggested that a VR client be''
hired;

- whpt do they expect from disabled clients during em-
ployment interViews; and .

- what does "reasonable accommodation" mean to them and
to their company?
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5. Taking or sending listings of job-ready clients currentl
in the system. The purpose of thelistings is to give
ployers a glimpse.at the pool of clients available at/ny
given time. It also demonstrates themide variety off clt-
ent disabilities and job goals,.thus dispelling cert in
myths and sterotylies that employers have about VR clients
and their qualifications.

If an employer, after revieWing the job-ready client list-
ing, is interested in a' speWic client or clients, he/she
requests further information and is sent a resume or per-
sonal data sheet on the client(s).

The job-ready client listing changes rapidly as clients be-
come employed or otherwise unavailable for work. There-
fore, to be effective, the isting must be updated on a ,

regular basis and distributed to all participating empioyers.

In general, the types of data provided on the job-ready
client lffting, as appropriate, include: the client's
initials (for reaSons of confidentiality), the job goal, the
educational background, work experience, the disability, and
any signtficant functional limitations.

On the job-ready listing, the major headings.are job cate-
gories: professional/technical, clerical, service occu-
pations, agri-business.occUpations, machine trades-,--bench

work occupations, structural work occupations, and mis-
cellaneous occupations. The brief biographical.information
about each client is placed under the appropriate job .cat-
egorY.

7
Following are some examples adapted from a job-ready client
listing:

JOB-READY CLIENTS

Place an X in the box preceding the initials of those clients
about whom you desire more information. Return this form to
the supervisor of the Employer Account System within 2 weeks.

PROFESSIONAL/TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS::

A.B.: -Finance Consultant-41ork Experience: selling

insurance (two years), finance consultant (six years),
selling building materials (ondlear)--back disorder
--restricted in the amount of lifting; should avold
extensive driving.

7 D.C.: Pharmacistregistered pharmacist--graduate of
Drake University--owned and operated a pharmacy with

r
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, his ,brOther for 267 Ureentl as. a
Substitute :pharmacist; .but wants ..at fult4:ime.-pOsi-

tiPM6-deafness,-darinot :use-a. tele011001-heedS a 4%
poSition that ddes hot- -relOre- Oral coin:placation;
hat good speech but'Cannot heat or .read-liPS.

CLERICAL OCCUPATION:

1:11:1 General Clerical Worker/File Clerk--has taken
some,accounting -classes at DMACC, can file-alpha-
betically and numerically, can type 45 wpm, can use
a cal culator--personal ity disorder.

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS:

T.N.: HaUsekeeperhas a high school diplomacuit-
.rently working part-time in housekeePing-but wants a
full-time jobWork Experience: kitchen. helper (two
years), housekeeping (six months)--mental retarda-
tion and obesityrequires general supervision and
reinforcement.

V. tole of Field Counselors in the Dpployer Account System

In Des Moines, the E.A.S. is structUred in. such a,way that all in-
volved VR staff assume different and diverse responsibilities., The
chief job duties of the Employer Account Representatives have-already
been -describe4 in brief, they are: employer development, receiving

. and' recording job listings, searching the Kardex system for- job,ready
clients who are qualifie& for the job listings;-and-disp,ensing em-
ployment information to counselors.

-

Within the E.A.S., the field counselors also undertake activitiès.
Without their cooperation and efforts, the E.A.S. could not,eucceed.

'For the E.A.S., the major functions of the counselors aie these:

1. To determine when clients are job-ready.

2. To submit a personal data sheet for each job-ready, client.

3. To reinove from the system the cards of clients who are no
longer.available for work due to: employment, relocation,
heal th-rel ated probl ems, etc.

4. ,To search the Kardex file drawer§ and the bulletin board
for 4ob listing for their clients and to act quickly when
they locate appropriate leads.

5. To review the "employer profiles" for data 'about local em-
ployers.
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6. To-aisitt. clients, as needed; with job'iteeking.tkill traih-
ing and-eMployer ContaCts.-- (These actiyities are esPecially
important iTheh oria-realize's that 85%-of jobs are hidden--
i.e they are.not advertised anywhere.'. Unless the client
has- developed. soMe skill in- searching out these lobs and (
then marketing himself/hertelf- to the employer, he/she may
never fihd suitable =employment.). _ _

.

72 ,To perfOrm.job developMent for and with clients_ (The E.A.S.
is only one placement tool; it will never replace the job
development practi ced bycoinselors tand cl ients. ).

8. To provide follow-up for their Clients.
_

9. To list (for use by other counselors and clients) the jobs
4 they -learn about in the comunity..

Counselors ate also encouraged to attend weekly placement meetings
(described later).

-If they believe they will receive some payoffs from the E.A.S.,
.counselors will ttake the time to perform the above7listed activi-
ties. However, if the system fails -to yield a trade-off (such as
an increase in the number or quality of placenientt,,job retention by
clients, -a savings in time, or some other valued-result), counselors

.

Will abandon the sYstem.

Realizing the amount of work assigned to caselOad-carrying counselors,
the accoant representative should assist counselors, insofar as possi-
bla, in carrying' outplaCement: activities.

,

In. some Iowd comunities-Aiecause of -Size; loCatian, employment oppot-
tutritias, etc:--it-may not-be-feasible- to designate, certain staff al
Employer Account Representatives pet Se. Under-these conditions, if
an E.A.S.- is set up, the field counselort may assume the added_re-

,-, sponSibility of managing a pre-determined 'number sif .emploYer accounts
even though they COntinue to =carry a.-gaseloadand`work directly withd clients. The_value of such an arrangement is that each counselor
gains not only frOm the accounts tie/she manages,-.but also from those
mahagediby other area counselors.

4
Vt. Support-Systems (Placement Meetings and Staffings)

The Employer Account .System,-iin and of itself, does not require'
"support-,systems," but placement_ meetings and staffings (suppott
systems) have been found beneficial in the Cles Moines area and,
therefote, have-been continued.

A. Weekly Placement -Meetings

Initially, placement meetings were planned and conducted as ve- ,

hicles through which the EMployer Account Representatives coulti
share with counselors ,the employment data gathered during the
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week as-well- as the.ja listings.that surfaCed Cluing-the week.
Liter.the-meetings took on.en added dimension, providing oppor-
tunities for eodaselors to raise quettions ctte.problems they
had encountered,.describe placement teChniques that had worked
for them, etc. The result of'the*meetings-has teen a heighterf-
ing of awareness of local employtent opportunities and increased
placement actiVities.

.

-Prior to each week's meeting, an agenda-is prepared, giving coun-
selors a chance to-determine the Value of the meeting for them.

,The meetings are scheduled at the same time each week in an
effort to establish a pattern and avoid confusion.

Originally, the placement meetings were scheduled for 30 minutes
but-as the number of employer accounts grew and as other activi-
ities were added, the'neetings were expanded to one hour.

A significant adition to the placement meetings is the use of
speakers. During one meeting each month', one of the employers
participating in the E.A.S. is invited as a guest speaker. This
practice gives counselors an opportunity to meet employers face
to face and to hear, firsthand, employers' views on topics of
significance to vocational rehabilitation;

Selected questions Ire sent-to the Speaker prior to the meeting;
this technique gives direction to the speaker's presentation.
Also, the selected questions-are tailored to the individual em-
ployer--his/her company, experience, and-interests. All qu
tions are designed to4plicit responsesthat-will aid VR st ff in.
doing their jobs bettet. The final segment of the meetipg is
set aside for a question-answer period.

Employer-speakers have been selected from a broad basevwith at
least"one representatlye from each-of the following business/ .

industries: manufacturing, printing, insurance, power (company)
and hotel-motel..

Some placement meetfngs, one per month, are-devoted toipecial
training programs. The training may be offered by an obtside
speaker/facilitator or by a VR staff person with expertise in
the training area. .The topics for these ,Special training meet-
ings were selected from a litt 'submitted by counselors who felt
a need for training on a "new" topic or-for a brush-up on cer-
tain other more fatiliar topics. Examples of topics discussed 1,

during the special training sessiOns'include: job development,
unions programs,-Workers' compensation, the Targeted
.Job Tax 'Credit 'program, job-readiness wsessment,, rolelof the
Human Rights Commission, personal data-SheetS (Or resumes), the
relationship between Job SerVice and VR, andthe guidelines for
S.S.I. recipients. Many other subjects merit discussion and will
be dealt with as time'permits

A The Special trafning sessions are excellent tools for utipzing

,
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local resources and for iitroducing key representatiyes-i-from the
cOmmUnity. -Thete,sessions ire eisy to organize and carry out;
the staff fromIgis already'at'hand forthe regularly-scheduled
placement meetings.

B. Staffings

After the E.A:S.. had been in eXistence for several mOnths, it
, became apparent that someAob-ready clients remain in the sys,-,

tem for long periods of,time without obtaining suitable emploY-
ment. In an attempt-to learn:why these clfents were not getting
jobs, staffings were organized. During the-staffings, field-
counselors present background data about theY client. Then.the
staff -*participating in the staffings--supervisors and-counse-

lors as Well as the EmOloyer Account teAm--discust the caSe and
offer recommendations. Various staff memberS agree to act on the

-recomaentdations.

Usually', two cases are staffed at each meeting. These cases are
'reviewed at the next Meeting to determine what activity has trans-
pired and with what results. At the same meetingl.two "new"

, cases are staffed, and so on.-

The value of the staffings is that counselors receive help with
-difficult cases and the Employer Account Representatives learn
more about job-ready clients.. Thereafter, the-Account represen-
tatives are, more alert to job Opportunities for these clients.

Conclusions

The E.A.S. has,achieved and is continuing to achieve many of its
objectives:.

- it is* emore systematic approach to 'job placement;

- it has increased'the agency's visibility amonclócal employers;
- it has acquired and recorded data about the local job market;
- it has provided a broader base:of job leads lor disabled
clients;-and

- it has resulted in a signifiCant number of placements.

44-*

As a "consumer match" system, it is serving both' VR and.participating
.employeri.

Though it takes time to set up aWO4able systenit'ihe payoffs are
significant. The planning,tifaelis netetsary And worthwhile; it is
'time spent determining,Agency and'emptoyer needs on a local basis.
.The planning periorls also needed fordesigning the tools and me-
thods to.be,utl'ized by the system. -.

F)7omrthe onset, the cooperation of all VR
mployers is crticial. No system can wOrk

and acti'vity from all of those ingólved;'
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It ii also important to retnember that no system is flawless. EverY
system requires continuous revision; materials also need:to be up-dated.

Planning, implementing, and maintaining an Eniployer Account aystem
is a great deal of work, but the endeavor is definitely worthwhile.

0.
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APPENDIi( D

FINANCIAL INCENTIVES

TO HIRE THE

HANDICAPPED
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OTHER BVR SERVICES
TO EMPLOYERS

As handicapped recruitment
specialists we offer employers: .

(a) . qualified applicants for openings
at all levels, unskilled to
professional, at no fee to
employer or applicant.

. -

(b) a free 3-day seminar on
"Understanding and Interviewing
the Handicapped Job Applicant."

. The seminar is 'held' monthly at
Pennsylvania's major
rehabilitation facility, the Hiram C.

)'

Andrews Center, Johnstown,
..

Pennsylvania. .
c .

-
?

(c) affirmative action issistance.

:
For further information on any of the

c preceding programs and servicev-
contact your nearest Bureau erf\
Vocational Rehabilitiation district
office.

::34

BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL
IMOD TAT1ON

ARTMEN OFIABQRAND INDUSTRY
- COMMONWEALTH'OF I5ENNSM./ANIA

/ . 4--

.

.

BVR District Offics
ALLENTOWN - 18001
1411 Union Boulevard

Telephone (215) 821-6441

ALTOONA 16601
Altoona State Office Building

1101 Green Avenue
Telephone (814) 946-7240

DUBOIS - 15801
203 North Brady Street

Telephone (814) 371-7340

ERIE - 16508
670 West 36th Street

Telephone - (814) 871-4551

HARRISBURG 17102
1500 North Second Street
'telephone (717) 787-7834

. JOHNSTOWN - 15905
110 Sunray Drive

, Telephone (814) 255-8771

NEW CASTLE - 16101
100 Margaret Street

Telephone (412) 658-3541

PHIEADELPHIA - 19107
4th Floor, Philadelphia GarmenrCenter Building

.801 Arch Street
TetelifiVere(21,5) 238-7250

PITTSBURGH -152i2 --
Pittsburgh State Office Building

300 Libertji Avenue
Telephone (412) 565-2118

READING - 19601.
533 Pens Stree

Telephone (215) 3784370

ROSEMONT - 19010
Rosemont Plaza

1062 Lancaster Avenue
Telephone (215) 525-1810

WASHINGTON - 15301
75 East Maiden Street .

Telephone (412) 228-1800

WILKES-BARRE 18703 .
.

13 East South Street
Telephone (717) 826-2014

WILLIAMSPORT . 17701
734 West Fourth Street

Telephone (717) 326-2681 ,
YORK - 17402

2554 Kingston Road
Telephone (717) 757-4871
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TAX' CREDITS DE /RUCTIONS AN'D TRAINING PROGRAMS
-

. , .. . '

E
. .. .

.. !THAT EAS . . ,
.

, . .

IMPLO.YME N3 4ND ,TRAIN 1 NC OF THE . HANDICAPPED
. .

.,
......----- ,, . .

. . ...

ON-THE-JOB. TRAINING .
Training time can range from 40 days-th . toward the first year's wages and, ........--

REIMBURSEMENTS . a maximum- of 150 days, even more for $1,500 toward the second year's wages
disadvantaged trainees, of any handicapped person hired

' 1
BVR Sponsor0: Employers who

through the Pennsylvanip Bureau- of .

hire certain Pennsylvania Bureau of NARC Sponsored: The National Vocational Rehabilitation. This is an :

Vocational Rehabilitation dents and . Association of Retarded Citizens elective tax credit that applies to wage

give them.onthe-job training to qualify e- reimburses the employer for the first z costs in-tined between January 1, 1979
z

320 hours of employment of a mentally and December 31, 1981 for certified
for a specific job are reimbursed up to
one-half the starting pay for the job for

retarded person he hires through the employee hired after September 26, .

as long as twelve weeks of training.

.

Association. It pays half the person's 1978. , -

wages for the first 160 hours of workThe training'must develop the specific -

cational skills required for the job. and one-q uarter-tor the second 160.

N. ' . - ,Fideral . Tax Deductions: Up to .

CETA Sponsored: Payment for
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

$25,000 in deductions in any one year. ;
bonafide training can be made for the compensates employers for_certairi

.

extraordinary costs incurred in on-the- . costs of removing architectural and
job training of an inexperienced worker Projects With Industry: Federal

-6 transportaion barriers to employment
. which are over and above those funds are available to encourage .., of the handicapped. This Tax Reform
normally provided ,by the emploier. ., innovative approaches to hiring the Act of 1976 provision pertains to
The total cost of the reimbursernenuie . handicapped and helping them adjust modifications to buildings, structures,

,
private-for-profit Vmployers may , not to job conditions. equipment, roads, walks, parking lots
exceed 50% ofo,the trainee's starting and ,. other facilities that mike these

wage rate.Zie minimum starting, wage .

... more *accessible to and Usable by
.. TAX. INCENTIVES,-: cannot be rgss than the applicable . handicapped individuals. The employer ,

' . Federal and State ,Tni.nimum wage laws .
..0-- , mg, deduct expenses incurred in any

.

oi the prevailing wage rate established . Federal Targeted Jobs tax . taxa %I e year beginning December 31,
,.- for star* workers in like occuPations Credit: The Federal Revenue Act of , 1976 and ending before January 1.,

and industry; 'whichever is greater. . '1978 provides up tcia $3,000 tax &edit _ , 1983. 1 3. \ .u. ,
. . . . .

. .

'
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AIRING° THE HANDICAPPED:

MYTHS AND FACES
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OERSONNEL SOGGSTIO.NS

Employers who have had satisfactory
experience in hiring the handicapped
sUggest a five-point personnel approach:-

Stop thinting of impaired peopfe as
"disabled." This description was adopted to
soften the word "crippled,' but the
connotations of "disabled" are even more
painfuj,,The word implies across-the-board
inability to peiform, and this is not true.

Don't dismiss the idea of employing
impaiied workers without finding out what
they can do . on-a fair and equitable basis.

Let theie worker's compete. Many
people, in a Sincere effort to help, actually
make things more difficult for the
handicapped. Their human annd economic
needs are best served when 'they can
become self-supporting and thereby, make
their contribution as selftreliant members of
society.

Recognize. the handicapped as
individuals and deal with them that way.
Sometimes their physical problems limit the
scPpe of their activities, but they should be'
con'sidered and recognized for their
individual skills.

Don't patronize people with physical
disabilities. The handicapped don't want to
be coddled or fussed over.

One final. note. There'is a tendency to
view the hiring of such workers as requiring
of the employer some peculiar amalgam of
philantrophy,'altrUism, and pity.

Actually, the process requires no
exceptional qualifications Pf the employer,
no special combination of time, place or
circurnstances. It is simply an opportunity
likely to be sooner or later 7 presented
to every businessman. The only problem
lies in being able to lpok beyond the
applicant's disability to the basic
employment question: Can the man do the
job?

es

DISTRICT OFFICES
of the

\ BUREAU OF
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

ALLENTOWN-18001
1411 Union Boulevard

Telephone: (215) 821-6441

ALTOONA-16601
Altoona State Offhce Building

1101 Green'Avenue
Telephone: (814) 91.7240

DUBOIS-1mo
203 North Brady Street

Telephone: (814) 371-7340

ERIE-16500
670 West 36th Street

Telephone: (814) 871-4551

HARRISBURG-17102
1503 North Second Street

Telephone: (717) 787-7834

JOHNSTOWN-15905
110 Sunray Drive

Telephone: (814) 255-6771

. NEW CASTLE-16101
100 Margaret Street

TelephOne: (412) 658-3541
-P.O. Box 349

& PHILADELPHIA19107
4th Floor. Philadelphia Garment Center Building

801 Atch Street
Telephone: (215) 238-7250

PITTSBURGH-15222
Pittsburgh State Office Building

300liberty Avenue
Telephone: (412) 565-2118

READING-19601
533 Penn Street

Telephone. (215) 378-4370

ROSEMONT-19010
1062 Lancaster Avenue

Telephone. (215) 525-1810

WASHINGTON-15301
75 East Maiden Street

TelephOne: (412) 228-11500

-WILKES-BARRE-18703

13 East'South Street -
Telephone: (717) 826-2014

WILLIAMSPORT-17701
734 West fourth 5treet

TelephdneiV17T126-2681

' YORK-17402
2550 Kingston !toad

Teleph8ne. (717) 757-4821

-41ir"
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HANDICAPPED:

MYTHS

AND
FACTS

MESSA-dE TO EMPLOYERS

Your workmen's compensation
insurance carrier wholeheartedly,
encourages -.you to hire handicapped
workers.

I

Be assured that workmen's'
thmpensation insurers do not penalize an
etnployer tor hiring disabled persons..
Properly selected and placed, persons.with
handicaps make excellent employees. Their
safety records are at least as good as those
of other employees, often better.

Published by
American Mutual Insurance Alliance

. 20 N Wacker Dove
Chicago, %non 60606

...

In Corporation With
Penmylvana &JrtJu ol Vocational Rehabilitation

Department of tabor and Industry
Calve and Industry bolding

7111 and Forster Streets
Hamburg. Pennsylvania 17120
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Handicapped workers are more likely
to have accidents than other employees. .

An employer's workmen's
compensation insurance rates will rise if he
'hires handicapped workers.

His insurance company "won't let
-him" hire handicapped persons.

Considerable expense will be
involved in making necessary adjustments
in the work area.

Other employees will not accept the

.
handicapped.

,
, '

.

.
.Refuted

by Insurance Carriers
The very fact that insurers are aMong

the leaders in rehabilitation and
placement of impaired workers refutes the,
idea that they oppose hiring the
handicapped.

Property-liability, insurers have
repeatedly pointed oUt the good work
records of most handicapped workers.
Absenteeism among them is no greater
and is often less than among nan-
handicapped workers. They are often the
most 'loyal of workers, and their over-all
quit rate is about the same as.lor other
employees. When placed'in jobs they can
handle, handicapped workers as a group
produce at slightly higher rates than
unimpaired workers on the same jobs.

The trends' toward automation and
specialization in industry todajt are to the
advantage 'of handicapped worRers. A
highly trained ccimputer engineer, for
example, performs his vital job perfectly
well at Hughes Aircraft Company in
California though he ,has been almost
totally paralyzed by polio for five years.

.

-

-

.

Refuted
by Government

US. Department of Labor surveys have
shown than "imPaired persons" have
fewer disabling injuries that the average
worker exposed to the same work hazards.
They have about the same number of
minor injuries as Other workers. When
placed in suitable jobs, they 5re for all
practical purposes no longer handicapped.
And since they are not inherently "unsafe,"
the handicapped cannot adversely affect
workmen's compensation rates. These
rates are based solely on the relative
hazards of a coryipany's operations and on
the company's accident experience.

Refuted ,

by Private Enterprise
One of the most recent and most

extensive surveys of handicapped ;vorker
performance was conducted by E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company,
Arherica's 16th largest employer. This was a
fact-finding project for du Pont, a company
of 110,000 employees, which finds hiring
mistakes to be extremely costly, just as they
are for any employer.

Du Pont's eight-month study gathered
data on 1,452 employees - with physical
handicaps. These included persons with
orthopedic problems, blindness, heart
disease, vision impairment, amputations,
paralysis, epilepsy, hearing impairments and
total deafness. 1

How did the handicapped stack up?
Very well. The results were tabulated in
seven critical areas and the findings should
encourage any employer to review hiring
pratices concerning the handicapped. The
key findings of the du Pont Study:

1.. Insurance: No increases in
compensation costs nor lost-time injuries.

2. Physical Adjustments: Most
.handicapped require no sp,ecial work
arrangements.

:

,

,

. .

3. Safety: 96% of handicapped workers
rated average-or-better both on and off the
job; more than one-half were above
average.

4. Special Privileges: A handicapped
worker wants to be treated as a regular

-employee.
5. Job Performance. 91% rated

average-or-better.
. 6. Attendance: 79% ratePaverage-or-

better.
. The du Pont study also shows there is

very Iiitle difference between
handicapped and nop-handicapped
workers as to their ability to work in
harmony with supervisors and fellow
employees.

. in another survey, based on reports
from more than 100 large corporations to
the U.S. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation,
the physically handicapped seem to have a
slight edge in job performance, as
compared with able7bodied counterparts.

In assessing productivity, 66% of these
)employers reported no difference between
the handicapped and the able-bodied,
while 24% rated the handicapped higher in
productivity. Only 1 0% reported
productivity was lower for the
handicapped.

Accident rates were reported lower for
the handicappedby 57% of the employers,
with 41% reporting the same accident rate
for both handicapped and abrebodied. Two
percent of the employers reported accident .

rates were higher for the .handicapped.

,Absenteeism also was loWer for the
handicapped, aCcording to 55% of the
corporate reports, while 40% of these
employers found no difference in absence
rates between the handicapped and the
able-bodied. Five percent reported lower
for the handicapped in 83% of the 'cases,
with 16% of the employers reporting
turnover for both handicapped and able-

. bodied the same. Only one percent
reported turnover higher for the
handicapped workers.


